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MeAange 44om the Superintendent

The lioaAd o4 Education o4 Battimme County had con4i4tentty te-
cognized the 4undamentat 'tote o4 coritieu-Pqm in the devetopment o4 a
quality 4choot Aystem. What Ch en halm and how .they to..mn it ate
the pAimaAy kuponAibititieA 4o4 the 4choot4.

BattimoAe County haA had a tong tkadition o camicutum devetop-
ment by teachim and 4t4 44 membeo. The expfttize. which has evolved
had eaAned thi4 Achoot AyAtem nationat kecognition 404 .r t4 cworicatum
and haA pkovided an educationat pAogkam o4 excatence dot 4:t4 child/ten.
Signi4icant tkendA in education a4 nett a4 4peciat need within Patti-
mote County have been incokpokated into the cralticatum de4ign4.

The project, Mobite Unit to Ptovide Vocational Evatuation Got
Handicapped Students, o44eAed input and diAection 4oA cuAAicutum
panning. The imptementati6n o4 the Ae4024 o4 the project Ae4tect
an incAea4ed emphasi6 on individuatization, human Adation4hip4,
option4, and new pAoce44e4 4ot depth in compAehension and continuing
undemtanding.

Battimou County had tong o44e4ed a ptooram 4o4 AtudentA with
4peciat need4. A4 .improved diagnoAtic techniques and teaching tech-
notogieA became avaitabte, the ti .w o4 the phognam daected mote
tomes 4ati44y;ng the individuat needs o the Atudent. Wth the in-
tuduction o4 a 4eAvice o vocationat evaluation, the pAo4e44ionat 4.6144
ha4 availabte a AeAouAce that can be o4 timitte44 importance when cstab-
tishing inAtAuctionat pug/ Lams and goats 4ok each 4tudent.

We anticipate that the quatity o4 th4A poject and .its imptementa-
tan within the cuitAicutum witt immove the quatity o ti4e o4 the
AtudentA Got whom it ha4 been pupa/Led.

Tomon, Mmytand
tune, 1973
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104hua R. Wheetet
Supvtintendent.



FOREWORD

The course of public education is moving today from the traditional

approaches to one of dynamic encounters between student and subject matter.

The conoept of career education is rapidly gaining aoceptanoe throughout the,

country; the integration of this concept within the curriculum has exciting

,implioatiors and offers great hope for those students who are unable to

benefit from the traditional olassroom approach.

As public education expands both in numbers of students and in teoh-

nologioal proficiency, new methods o: reaching students must be found. Today's

student is not a passive individual. He wants to be involved; he wants to

question and challenge and he wants to be himself. As an individual, he

has certain needs, interests, abilitieJ, and aptitudes that must be satis-

fied. It is this identification of individual characteristics that is the

concern of vocational evaluation.

Once a student's individual characteristics have been determined, a

personalized program of learning experiences can be planned to help him

achieve a predetermined goal. An individualized approach which incorporates

assessment, educational programming, supportive services, and follow up

allows the student maximum latitude to achieve self-actualization.

The project, "A Mobile Unit to Provide Vocational Evaluation of Handi-

capped Students", attempted to satisfy the urgent need for this type of

program. The mobility of the cervtce, a unique feature of the project, is

worthy of considerable comment. Mobility provided a consistent, uniform,

and standardized assessment of a specific population group. The results of
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the vocational evaluation offered direction for curriculum planning and for

inservioe training for teachers. They also had considerable impact upon

other areas of educational planning.

The impact of this project will be felt for many years to come, since

the data gathered, althiugh tentative, suggest many options and offer

speoifio direction for making education more meaningful and relevant to

each individual student.



PREFACE

The need to assess the vocational assets of handicapped students was

recognized long before the technology existed with which to do the job.

The sooial aooeptanoe of the intellectually limited student within the

educational setting and the subsequent emphasis on employment of the mentally

limited that developed during the 1960's required the creation of a means

of assessing their individual abilities, aptitudes, and interests for employ-

ment.

The Maryland State Department of Education, Division of Vocational

Rehabilitation, entered into cooperative agreements with several local

boards of eduoation, including the Board of Education of Baltimore County.

These cooperative agreements opened new vistas for professional assistance

to students by making available ancillary services not usually provided by

the school system. At the same time, the service of vooational evaluatich

beosme available to clients of the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation.

Based upon the TOWER System of vocational evaluation, the Baltimore League

for Crippled Children and Adults offered vocational evaluation services to

tnose in the oommunity who might benefit from an assessment of their voca-

tional potential.

The experience of the counselor from the Division of Vocational Rehabili

tation in trying to plaoe an intellectually limited student into employment

resulted in a hit or miss proposition. Quite often the counselors did not

have suffioient experience in working with this handicapping condition;

the test data in the school was inadequate and incomplete; and frequently
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the student did not participate in sohool activities to the same degree as

his non-handicapped counterpart, so that an appraisal of potential was not

possible. More often than not, the student's family was unrealistio in their

vocational aspirations for their child.

The ever-increasing volume of the special classes, the demands placed

upon the counselor from the Division of Vocational Rehabilitedon, end the

lack of reliable data prompted a search for a service to fulfill these needs.

As a result of this searoh, a group of students were vocationally evaluated

at the Baltimore League for Crippled Children and Adults.

The initial attempt to offer vocational evaluation to the intelleotually

limited students from the Baltimore County schools met with success. The

students were aware of their vocational potential and the parent could Wife

and hope in positive terms when considering the future of their child. The

vocational evaluation report had the potential to provide school personnel

with a wealth of objective data on the student so.that efforts might be directed

toward helping the child become independent. Through vocational evaluation,

the D. V. R. counselor and the job development coordinator could obtain

special information about career potential and work behavior of each student.

They could use this information when considering services for the student.

Although the concept of vocational evaluation was now accepted, there were

several drawbacks in the mechanics of serving a specific population group,

such as the entire twelfth grade of intellectually limited students. The

Baltimore League for Crippled Children and Adults attempted to serve all

clients, not just students, and scheduling became a problem. Transportation

also posed a problem, since the students to be evaluated were met at their
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home school by a taxioab, transported to the Baltimore,League, and returned

to the sohool in time to meet the bus for the trip home. Because the Balti-

more League is centrally looated in Baltimore pity and senior high schools

are scattered throughout Baltimore County, a ride each way of one hour was

average. This left three to four hours daily for vocational evaluation.

The duration of the evaluation was from three to four weeks, and this

extended period of time away from the routine school activities posed some

problems for the students. Some schools at the extreme distances from the

Baltimore League were unable to send their students for the vocational

evaluation.

During the several years that the Baltimore League provided vocational

evaluation to students from the special classes of the Baltimore County

public schools, several faotors became apparent:

1. The concept of vocational evaluation was sound.

2. The vocational evaluation being performed prior to the
12th grade could offer significant curriculum contributions.

3. The Board of Education of Baltimore County should attempt
to seek a means of making vocational evaluation available
to students.

. Services offered to students would increase due the object-
ive analysis of vocational evaluation and the direotion
the report offered to the professional cornunity.

5. New vistas for cooperation among community agencies and
within the Board of Education of Baltimore County would
occur as a direct consequence of the type of. recommendations
emanating from the vocational evaluation process.

6. An involvement with the parent would be possible whereby
their support and help would be encouraged in the total
education program.

With an established set of objectives, a positive attitude, and experience

with vocational evaluation, the Office of ppeoial Educatiun of the Board of
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Eduoation of Baltimore County committed itself to seeking a method to make

vocational evaluation available for intellectually limited students as a

continuing component of its curriculum.
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ABSTRACT

The focus or the project centered on the ability to deliver a unique

service (vooational evaluation) to the intelleotually limited students within

the tenth grade of the Baltimore County sohools, the fourteenth largest sohool

system in the nation. The size and shape of the county necessitated the use

of a mobile facility to service those students who were *candidates for vooa4

tional evaluation.

Since the TOWER System of vocational evaluation vas the primary tool of

assessment, a vehicle capable of housing it was needed. The vehicle also

had to offer compatibility with existing mobile faoilities available within

the Board of Education of Baltimore County.

For utility purposes, vocational evaluation and the reoommendations

resulting from the process had to be capable of being integrated into the

curriculum to provide direction to the professional staff that would guide

their efforts toward helping the student progress.from dependenoe to independ-

ence within the community.

The planning for the project took more than one year and the project was

in operation for three years. A total of 330 students were evaluated during

the three-year life of the projeot. Funding sources were the Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare, Social and Rehabilitation Service, the Mary-

land State Department of Education, Division of Vocational-Technical Education,

and the Board of EduCation of Baltimore County.

The results of the project, although tentative and demonstration rather

than research, provided insight into several realms of aotivity. Each of
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these activities oould be beneficial to the future development of the student,

the educational service, and those ancillary services available to the student

within the :school and the oommunity.

The most significant result indicated that the service, being mobile

and visiting all senior high :whoa° with special classes, offered an assess-

ment that was consistent, uniform, and standardized and had a positive influence

on the student. The self-oonoept of the student was improved because the

service of vocational evaluation provided an individualized appraisal of

potential that incorporated specific recommendations. These recommendations

inoluded both school and community centered anoillary services and, most

important, allowed the student to engage in work-sampling activities directly

related to familiar jobs through the use of a simulated work atmosphere.

The student could also establish an identification with the realities of

various job tasks. Also, the student's learning potential was enhanced,

since the educational programming was individualized in order to satisfy

his particular needs.

The special service of vocational evaluation within this public school

system was extended to include all types of students. It was demonstrated

that a sensitivity toward the non - academically oriented student was encouraged

by the presence of vocational evaluation since:

1. The service created more awareness of the non-academic
phases of achievement and promoted pride and prestige
in ',doing a job well ". Every job and every worker plays
an important role in today's society, whether it be bank

- president or garbage collector.

2. The behavior and performance were linked to occupational
success and could be measured in terms that were defined
and understood.
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3. The service developed an awareness of the student's
ability to assume a useful role in the community and
in his desire to live as normal and as full a life
as possible. (Some students could not master read-
ing and writing but posvessed other skills that would
have otherwise gone undeteoted.)
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INTRODUCTION

The utilization of vocational evaluation within an educational setting

and the ultimate incorporation of the recommendations of the evaluation

within the clIrrioulum for the secondary schools was the'goal of this project.

To achieve this goal, a means to deliver the service to the student rather

than the student to the sarlice was necessary. Previous experienoe showed

that only a portion of the total population could be served by transporting

the student to the service.

What was apparent initially was a need to devise a oapability whereby

all students could share the benefits of vocational evaluation. In develop-

ing this capability, several vital faotors emerged as guidelines in the

planning:

1. The service had to be mobile.

2. It had to have the ability to serve all students who were
considered candidates.

3. All of the selected students had to be-served within the
school year.

L. The physical facility itself had to be compatible with
existing school facilities.

5. The recommendations of the vocational evaluation had to be
readily integrated into existing service systems, i.e.;
secondary curriculum for Special Education, Division of
Vocational Rehabilitation services, and other community
agencies serving a similar population.

After many months of planning, funding was obtained for a Research and

Demonstration project sponsored by the Social and Rehabilitation Servioe Of

the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, the Division of Vocational-

Technical Education of the Maryland State Department of Education, and the
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Board of Mutt/on of Baltimore County.

The Maryland State Department of Eduoation, Division of Vocational-

Technical Education provided the necessary funding to purchase the mobile

unit and al'; of the hardware. The Social and Rehabilitation Service,

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare funds were awarded for three

years to provide salaries and software. During the first year, Federal

funds paid 100% of the operating costs, the seoond year two thil.ds of

the total cost, and the final year one third. The difference was paid

by the Board of Education of Baltimore County. The latter contribution

was one third of the total operating cost during the second year, two

thirda in the third year, and then 100% from that point forward when

the faoility and personnel were absorbed into the normal operating

budget of the Board of Education of Baltimore County.

The duration of this project was from May 1, 1970 .to May 31, 1973.
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STLTEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Historically, students with intelleotual limitations have experienced

difficulty with entry level employment activities. This As due in part to

the nature of their affliction and its manifestiont, and to a laok of exposure

to sooial situations and other developmental activities whereby youth integrate

and synthesize experienoes, learning, and exposure into en orderly whole that

becomes a pattern for living. The special class student may not have developed

this oapability at the same point in his personal growth as his peer group.

Therefore, it is to his advantage to be aware of those personal qualities he

possesses and to develop them so that they become assets for'employment.

If our task is to assist the student with his personal growth, we net

establish criteria as a basis for measurement. Data have shown that students

from the special classes have lost jobs, not through lack of an occupational

skill, but because of poorly developed interpersonal skills. Therefore, the

results of the assessment service should include realistic) recommendations

that can be achieved through the use'of existing school and community resources.

A positive attitude toward work and appropriate work habits beoome the

essential elements to be considered during vocational evaluation. Of equal

importance is the capability of serving all eligible students within a specified

allotment of time. Of secondary importance are the assessment of the studentts

potential for employment within a range of appropriate occupational activities

and the utilization of those existing ancillary and remedial services avail-

ablp within the school system and community to help the student achieve this

goal.

The structure of existing private agenoies offering voational evaluation
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were not flexible enough to reduce the time required for evaluation. The

rigid school bus schedule and the distance students had to travel each day

limited the work during evaluation. Therefore, the facilities that offered

vooational evaluation to the special class student had limited capability

to handle this extraordinary request for servioe in addition to their usual

flow of ylients recruited from other souroes.

It was apparent from the projected population figures during the

planning stage of this project that the total number of students within

the speoial classes would increase but the degree to whioh they would inorease

was uncertain. Consequently, the best solution for this problem was to

deliver the service to the student rather than to take the student to the

service. By delivering the service to the student, several benefits were

immediately apparent

1. More total hours per day were available.

2. Transportation problems were eliminated.

3. The students remained in surroundings that were familiar
to them.

4. The professional staff members who knew the students were
clone at hand.

5. Curriculum suggestions resulting from the evaluation were
reviewed with the students' teaoher(s).

6. Situations that could have been anxiety provoking for tho
students were minimized.

7. The service of vocational evaluation became identified with
the school system.

8. The concept of vocational evaluation gained acceptance as
the professional staff became familiar with the recommend-
ations and interpreted them to the students' families.

The need for vocational evaluation had been established and the technology
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existed with which to do the

of service delivery to those

job. The remaining task was to develop a method

eligible students at their home schools.
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REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE

The mobile concept is relatively new in educational settings. It has

been introduoed in school districts within several states in widely separated

locales, but there was a diversity of vehicle funotions, utilization, and

construction. Therefore, a true assessment of the mobile concept on a

nationwide basis was not possible.

Due to the newness of the mobile concept there was a lack of published,

funotional evaluative studies. The oriteria to measure the effeotiveness

of the mobile concept, therefore, appears to be a measurement of the effeot-

iveness of a service housed in a mobile facility and the utilization of

the available service within its area of activity.

PUblished Materiel

Numerous publications have emphasized the need for improved vocational

programs to combat dropouts. Among the recommendations for correcting the

dropout problem in the NEA publication, Dropout Studies, were: 1) more in-

depth data about the student and/or periodic tollow-up (project evaluation

would include follow-up of clients served), 2) variations and adjustments

in the selection of appropriate programs and courses for the pupils (it

was anticipated vocational evaluation would provide a basis for such

curriculum modification), 3) introduction of programs of "compensatory"

education, intervention, or work study (the servioe of vocational evalu-

ation would complement the currently functioning work-study program),

Ii) further involvements of various groups, such as teachers, administrators,

parents, and community groups. The implementation of the project emphasized

the team approach.
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In a Clearing House article (36;481-82, April 1962) Stahleoker r000mmended

two requisites to successful employment in our teohnologioal sooiety. These

were a modified secondary school program leading to a high sohool certificate

(currently available in Baltimore County) and a vocational training program

planned espeoially for the adolesoent slow learner.

Similar recommendations were provided by Oragert jlehabili4ation.,

28,35-37, MayJune 1962). He contended that the vocational potential of the

mentally retarded could be increased by more affective use of preparation

for the working world in the secondary special education programs. Earlier

case findings and implementation of the school and Division of Vocational

Rehabilitation programs were neoessary. Kolstoo (Amerioan *TA*,

Deficiency, 661472-482, November 1961) reported the need for more individual

vocational evaluation. He examined discriminating factors between employed

and unemployed special class students. The group which subsequently boom°

employed not only had superior skills to begin with than did the Unemployed

group, but were also able to use these shills well in a work situation.

Existing Facilities

The lack of published data on mobility caused the staff to explore other

sources of information in planning and designing the mobile unit,. The Board

of Education of Baltimore County, at the time of the project planning, had

in use a mobile unit or trailer, 10 feet by 40 feet, commeroially designed

and built, housing multimedia equipment and materials. It offered technical

service related to audiovisual instructional equipment and materials to the

elementary schools within the county. The success of this first mobile unit

led to the acquisition of a second and larger unit, 48 feet by 12 feet, de-

signed to offer the same service to secondary schools. With two mobile units
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in operation, the conoept of mobility was accepted by the school system.

The addition of a third mobile unit did not offer any unusual operational

problems, since the basio unit and its operational hardware and fittings

were to be Compatible and interohangeable with the existing equipment.

Yisit4 TO Manufacturers

In seeking manufacturers of mobile units, either self-contained or

trailered types, the planning committee undertook several,trips to explore

the availability of manufaoturing facilities and to determine compatibility

of their equipment with the existing units. Equipment from Travelab was

considered, and the planning committee examined their product and manufactur-

ing facilities in Greensburg, Pennsylvania. Intermodular Industries of

Rahway, New Jersey was visited also. In addition, several local manufaot-

urers of mobile equipment in Baltimore were contacted and visits were made

to these facilities. The committee also extensively examined recently

acquired media services mobile unit of the Board of Education of Baltimore

County, built by International Industries of Baltimore.

The committee explored the use of mobile units in other school sysbims,

where they are being used to provide facilities to schools and cooperative

school groups that cannot afford full. time professional personnel and special-

ized equipment in multiples needed within all school plans.

Dr. Phillip Lewis, President of Instructional Dynamics, Inc., Chicago,

described in Audiovisual Management how mobile equipment helped schools to

meet needs. He indicated that Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania had three buses that

traveled in deprived neighborhoods to help children with speech and hearing

defects; Placentia, California, Lewistown, Pennsulvania, and North Olmstead)
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Michigan had reading speoialists housed in specially equipped vans; Madison,

Wisconsin used mobiles to show teachers how to better use audiovisual equip-

ment; and Biloxi, Mississippi used a custom built trailer to house a fUlly

equipped language laboratory. Cleveland, Ohio and Atlanta, Georgia had similar

units to the proposed unit Baltimore County was planning, but they differed

in operation. Both unite incorporated inservioe training with vocational

evaluation. The Georgia plan was Board of Education sponsored; while the

Cleveland unit was a Divicion of Vocational Rehabilitation project. Former

Governor Winthrop Rookefeller of Arkansas initiated mobile vocational shops

for his state to enhance the Vocational Education program. This, egainvitas

a program devised to service those people who could not reach a stationary

center.

Visits To School Distriots

A group composed of Board of Education of Baltimore County Speoial Eduoa-

tion ate(' members and specialists from LW Maryland State Department of

Eduoation, Division of Vooational-Teohnioal Education, traveled to Florida

to visit several school districts in which mobile units were operating.,

This exploration gave the committee an opportunity to see the value and signi-

ficance of the mobile concept when applied to school districts of various sizes.

The concept of mobility provided the capability of offering service to several

school districts where this need existed and where the lack of resources pre-

cluded the offering of'service. The several school districts combined re-

sources and offered this service in a mobile faoility to those persons eligible.

Since published material concerning the mobile concept was minimal, the

0 information gathered was unique in that every known source was contacted and



a visit made to assure that broad guidelines for servioeability, function,

and construction of the mobile unit was appropriate. This extensive

examination of mobile units and their method of service delivery was

invaluable as the project beoame operational.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE SETTING

The setting for the project will be disoussed from two points of view.

Tha first portion will focus on the political subdivision of Baltimore County,

Maryland, not to be confused with Baltimore City. Secondly, the discussion

will consider the structure of the educational program and the ancillary

services available to the special class student.

The Community

Baltimore County virtually surrounds Baltimore City in horseshoe fashion.

It is comprised of a total land area of 610 square miles and has a 173 mile

Chesapeake Bay tidal waterfront. It touohes four other Maryland Counties

and one other state. It is bounded on the south by Anne Arundel County, on

the southwest by Howard County, on the west by Carroll County, on the east

by Harford County and on the north by Pennsylvania's York County. Baltimore

County is looated in the heart of the state.

Baltimore County is unique among metropolitan areas in the United States in

that it contains no incorporated cities or towns, all government functions

being performed by.tho county. The result is an area free from a multipli-

cation of taxes, duplication of services, and divisions of authority. Fifty-

five percent of the total county budget is used for public education purposes.

This represents seventy-five percent of the total education budg9t; the remain-

ing twenty-five percent is provided by state, federal, and other sources.
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The postwar rush to neuburbia", which changed Baltimore County's basic

oharaoter from predominantly rural to predominantly urban, is still continuing,

and the pace has hardly eased. The population in 1970 was in exoess of

621,000, while the projected population for 1980 is approximately 730,000.

Despite the urbanization near the City of Baltimore, agricultural

land is still available, particularly in the northern sections of Baltimore

County. Ranking near the top in numbers of farms in the state, the county's

mild climate, productive soil, and ready access to large markets are lead-

ing factors in its ability to produce a great variety of orops. The

county's physical characteristics tend to insure the permanence of large .

areas of farm land regardless of the increasing demand for residential and

industrial properties. Currently, Baltimore County's businesses include

over 500 industries which employ approximately 144,000 workers who receive

about one billion dollars in wages and salaries. Existing diversified

industry and business range from steel ingots to cloth, from huge ships

and yachts to embroidery.

Due to the nature of the population to be served and the size and spread

of Baltimore County, some type of faoility other than the traditional build-

ing was deemed necessary in order to provide a valid assessment of those

students who might be candidates for vocational evaluation.

The Sohool

The project offers the service of vocational evaluation and the capability

of delivering the service to students of the fourteenth largest school qrstem

in the nation (135,000 students). The Board of Education of Baltimore County

is one of twenty-four school systems within the State of,Maryland, one for
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Baltimore Oity and one for each of the twenty-three counties. Each sohool

system operates as an autonomous unit.

The program for.the mildly intellectually limited student in Baltimore

County, of which the Mobile Unit for VoottLivital Evaluation is an integral

part, was established in 1953 Special classes are provided from entrance

in school to completion of the program in senior high school. Students are

placed in the program when an individually administered teat score of mental

ability ranging from 50 to 79 is obtained by a certified psychologist. Flexi-

bility of the program allows for integration of students into regular programs

on a part-time basis and movement of the students out of the program when

achievement levels improve.

The Curriculum

The curriculum for'the intellectually limited student has had as its main

emphasis the preparation of the individual for independence in the oommunity.

A developmental program was written in 1963, primary through senior high school,

which Inoluded content.necessary for the endeavors of the program. In 1970,

a farther step was taken with the publishing of a secondary guide of objectives

written so that behaviors of the student oould be ,bserved in

Oral Communication

Written Communication

Motility

Social Competenoies

Vcoational.Competencies

The components of caromr ub'elopment were incorporated so that educational

teams could use all the sources available to determine what vocational experiences
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were necessary to prepare the student for independenoe in the working world.

The Student

The Mobile Unit for Vocational Evaluation is integrated into the educa-

tional progra* at the 10th 'grade or,, more speoifically, when the student

enters senior high school. After the evaluation the Student, selecting

from the alternatives, presented to him, is soheduled f4r either,vooationel

training, personal and/or work adjustment training, or work experiences in

the commimity or eohool. Planning is based upon the readiness and the ability

level of the student. These experiences are couplad with rem4diation in the

special classroom, integration into other programs in the school, and all

other social activities that are available to any student in a high sohool.

Prior to the evaluation, the student has progressed through a special

program in the elementary and junior high schools. At these levels, emphasis

is planed on career exploration. At the junior high school level the student

explores job families and begins to look at himself as a worker. Part-time

jobs in the oommunity are encouraged and in- school work experiences are pro-

vided.

Available Services

Many community services and agencies are available to students in this

large suburban sohool system. Referrals are made to the many social and

medical realities in both Baltimore County and Baltimore City with the guid-

ance of the public health nurse, the county health department and the sohool

nurse, along with the private physician. The. Department of Sooial Services

and the Juvenile Court work together to improve environmental conditions

when possible. The Mental Health Association provides regional clinics that
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are available to all students and parents. Counselors from the Division of

Vocational Rehabilitation follow the students through their high school pro-

gram and work with them beyond high school as long as the need for individual-

ized assistance exiets. A number of centers for work adjustment training are

available in the metropolitan Baltimore area.

The implications of the vocational assessment process have played a

significant role in ourrioulur changes. Community and school related services

have been more fully utilized since the introduotion of the project. This has

occurred as a direct result of implementing the recommendations that have

emanated from the vocational evaluation.

A commentary relating to the dynamics of the school population within the

framework of the curricular guidelines, the political structure of the county,

and the allied professional community is vital to an understanding and grasp'

of the environment in which the unit operates.
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C; AL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE POPULATION Dr EALIallat =NNW

Total population *I 077
White 094989
Negro

Negro
1197

Percent 'la
School enrollment (k - oollege) le4A6
tiviien schOol years completed 12111

firomat'high bohool graduates SIB.,18

Total omployMent (labor force) 25603)
Working in Baltimore County 11/42

Primary types of employment
Manufacturing, general '71,1059
Manufaoturing, durable goods 50,4016
Retail trade le2o99B
Pali() administration 23 090
Educational services 19011
Construotion 1,5,i01

Finanoe, insurance, real estate 150315
Health services 13,890
Wholesale trade 12,922
Other professional, related services 10,310

Income, total of all families 162,375
Median income $ 12,081
Mean income * 11,047

Um wage
4 14471

Type of income
Wage/salary

Total persons
150,241

Non-farm,self employ. 15,690
Farm, self employ. 1,328
Sooial Security 26,205
Publio assist/welfare 2,511

$ ltl,

2
1,684

$ 974
Fomilies with income below poverty level 5,610

Percent of all families 3,5
Median income $ 1.671

Persons with income below poverty level 27,672
Percent of all persons 4,5

Total housing units 190,773
Owner °coupled 129,572
Cooperatives /condominiums 157
White ownership 126,851
Negro ownership 2,395

'alue of owner occupied units - median $ 17,500
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Accompanying map graphically shows strategic looation.of Baltimore County Public
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Senior high schools in Baltimore County served by the mobile unit.

1. Lansdowne
2. Catonsville
3. Woodlawn
4, Milford Mill
5. Randallstown
6. Franklin
7. Hereford
8. Dulaney
9. Looh Raven

10. Parkville
11. Overlea
12. Perry Hail
13. Kenwood
14, Dundalk
15. Patapsco
16. Sparrows Point
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METHODOLOGY

The methodology foouses upon the two primary aspects of the project

(1) the oonoept of mobility (the ability to deliver the service) and (2) the

process of vocational evaluation itself and its integration within an existing

curriculum. The mobile unit was specifically designed to house the TOWER

System of vooational evaluation. Ae the staff acquired experience in moving

the mobile unit and in Administering the evaluation, certain procedural modi-

fioations were obviously required which subsequently made both the movement

of the mobile unit and the testing procedures effective and efficient.

Because of the non-speoific nature of the disabilities found within the

special class population, it became necessary to establish a system of on-

going appraisal to insure that the evaluative procedures used were in aotuality

measuring what they were intended to measure. Some modifications to the

procedures required for moving the mobile unit were made to effect greater

safety -- to minimize the risk of injury to other persons and vehicles when

moving on public roads and to increase the stability of the mobile unit while

it is being readied for placement and usage at a school. The methodology

discussed in the following sections will attempt to explain the delivery of

the vocational evaluation service provided to intelleotually limited students

within the Board of Education of B altimore County, and the nature of that

service.
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THE DELIVERY OF SERVICE

The mobile unit for vocational evaluation is a large trailer-type vehicle.

It was built in the Baltimore area by a company whose speoiality is modular

construction. This is the combining of two types of construction; mobile

homes and modular. The advantages are: (1) durable and substantial oonstruot-

ion that has the ability to withstand frequent moveftent, (2) a facility that

is self-oontaincd, needing only electrical power to substain total operation

of tools, equipment, heat, and light, (3) a v'ehiole that is compatible with

similar county-owned vehicles and has minimal trailering capabilities.

Using a similar county-owned trailer as a guide, a preliminary plan for

construction was developed. The plan was modified according to the experience

of the staff of the existing trailer and in accordance with the needs of voca-

tional evaluation. Several advantages were gained by using an existing trailer

as a prototype in developing a working plan for the mobile vocational evalu-

ation unit. These included: (1) the electrical connectioas supplied for the

existing Mobile Educational Technology trailer were available for use by the

planned Vocational Evaluation unit; (2) a tractor, an experienced driver and

a helper employed by the Board of Education of Baltimore County were available

to move the existing mobile unit as well as the planned mobile unit; (3) loca-

tions for the mobile unit at the schools to be visited were established and

arrangements were made for the temporary needs of the staff while at each

site; (t&) avenues of cooperation and communication between school staff and

mobile unit staff were explored and developed; and (5) interchangeable parts

were available in the event of a breakdown. Cooperation between tLa mobile

unit staff and local and State Police and the State Roads Commission had
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been previously developed; this was sustained by'the new staff.

The mobile unit for vocational evaluation was ordered in July 1970 and

received in September.

Senior High School.

Construction

The eon

the existing

1,

2.

Elan

It became operational in October 1970 at Franklin

struotion plan for the mobile unit follows closely the plan for

unit with some modifications:

The doors look securely and are tamper proof.

The siding, doors, and joints are secured so that they are
more weather tight, thereby preventing rain from directly
entering the areas.

3. The trailering capabilities are improved by moving the axles
farther to the rear of the unit, thereby placing additional
weight on the hitch.

4. The heating, cooling, and ventilating system are improved by
insertion of duct heaters in the air ducts farthest from the
source of heat to better equalize the temperature and humidity
within the individual oompartments.

5. A heat pump is provided with a larger BTU capacity than that
on the existing mobile unit so that extremes in temperature
and humidity can be better controlled.

The Design

The interior of the mobile unit was designed with the TOWER System in

mind. The TOWER System offers tasks that can be divided into the following

two basic categories: clean and quiet, noisy and dirty. Thus, two com-

partments for testing and one for the staff to use as an office were con-

sidered as the minimum basin floor plan.

The mobile unit for vocational evaluation is 148 feet long and 12 feet

wide; including the hitch, it is 52 feet long. The chassis is welded 10-inoh

steel I beams; the framing is welded steel which is braced at the four corners
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and at two equally spaced intervals on both sides. Onto this steel framing

is placed a wooden frame of 2 x The exterior is covered with 3/8 inch

plywood and a final layer of aluminum Mooting is looked together in a

horizontal manner to provide a waterproof surface. The walls are filled with

fiberglass insulation which is covered with walnut paneling. There is an

area of 12 to 18 inches of space between the ceiling and the roof of the

vehicle which contains (1) fluorescent lighting fixtures, (2) ventilating

ducts, duct heaters, and heat pump, (3) electrical wiring, (Li) telephone

wiring, and (5) dead air space to increase the effectiveness of the insulation.

The mobile unit contains three compartments. The two larger compartments

are separated by a smaller compartment whioh serves as an office for the staff.

One large oompartment is a testing room for olerioal (clean and quiet) work

samples, while the other is used for meohanical (noisy and dirty) work samples.

The floor in the clerical and office areas is carpeted and vinyl tiles covers

the floor in the mechanical area. There are no windows in the mobile unit.

This was planned to reduce the risk of vandaltan and to minimize the possibility

of disturbing the students who were being evaluated.

The mobile unit rides on eight wheels and four axles. Brakes are aoti-

vated electrically. The mobile unit is free wheeling when disconneoted from

the trailer and the electrical supply. A standard ball and coupler type

hitch attaches the mobile unit to a modified Chevrolet gasoline powered

tractor.

The mobile unit is self-contained with the exception of plumbing. One

electrical connection of 600 volts, 100 amperes supplies power to operate all

tools and equipment. All motors and systems in the mobile unit are wired

for 100 volt operation. The school building receiving the mobile unit must
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necessarily be wired with an appropriate electrical connection looated

relatively olose to the power entrance into the building so as to minimise

the possibility of voltage drop.

Mineuverability

Consideration must also be made for maneuvering the total length of

the tractor and mobile unit; approximately 70 feet. The consideration of

the location of the mobile unit at a school must assure that service and/or

access roads are not blocked for the normal flow of traffic, i.e., buses,

cars, service and emergency vehicles. The parking location must offer a ,

relatively flat, level surtaoe. The flat surface reduces the possibility

of the mobile unit moving, since once it is disconnected from the tractor

the eleotrio brakes are inoperative. Also, the mobile unit is elevated

and leveled with hydraulic jacks and then placed on wooden blocks to stabi-

lize the vehicle. Otherwise, it would be resting on the wheels and springs

and would bounce or jostle as students walk about, use tools, or make any

movement to redistribute weight in the mobile unit. From a safety stand-

point, the mobile unit is secure once it is on the wooden blocks. Extremes

of movement within or without the mobile unit have no effect upon it after

it is stablized.

Movement

The moving schedule for the school year for the mobile unit is published

prior to the opening of school each September. The proposed route of travel

id reconnoitered the day preceding the scheduled moving day. This is done to

insure that the roads to be traveled are not under repair, are in good con-

dition, and are wide enough to acoomodate the width of the mobile unit and
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to allow sufficient room on the road in the event an emergency vehiole passes.

Also to be considered are low hanging trees, power lines, the load capacity

of the bridges. This is necessary to assure suffioient clearance for the

entire length (70 feet) of the combined unit and tractor and sufficient

clearance for cornering, turning, etc., so that road signs and other essential

highway markers are avoided.

Following this examination and determination of the route, the Maryland

State Roads Commission is oontaoted to request permission to move an oversize

vehicle on the stated route on a specific day. Sinoe the mobile unit makes

frequent moves within a specific geographical area, the State Roads Commission

must be notified of each move and a copy of the permit is carried in the tractor

cab during the move. The State Roads Commission grants permission to move on

the day and the route requested. It recommends that the mobile unit be moved

between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m., the time of least traffic volume. When the mobilo

unit is on the road, two escort vehicles acoompany it. One precedes and one

follows the mobile unit, both with flashing amber lights; the chase vehicle

displays a sign reading WIDE LOAD.

Preparation for moving the mobile unit includes the planing of equipment

from the work surfaces and shelves onto the floor, and the securing of slid-

ing and hinged doors, hanging small tools on tool racks or pegboards, and

desk cabinets and drawers with masking tape. All ohaire, tables, and other

objects that might move are placed face down on the floor, thereby reducing

the risk of damage to the item itself or nearby items if the contents of the

mobile unit shift as a result of a sudden movement.

When the interior contents of the mobile unit are secure for traveling,
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the wooden blocks are removed, thereby placing the wheels of the vehicle

on the road surface. The tractor is then coupled to the hitch of the mobile

unit and the power cable and telephone cable from the building to the mobile

unit are disconnected and stowed. The location at the building is cleared

and all vehicles are checked for brakes, headlights, running lights and

flashing lights. A final cheok of the hitch is made before moving into

traveling position and onto the county or state road.

In the event the mobile unit must proceed through an area of road con-

struction or must maneuver in such a way as to impede the flow of traffic,

a police escort is requested to assist with traffic control. The Police

Department of Baltimore County have been most cooperative and responsive

to requests made of them.

Maintenance

The mobile unit is inspected between each move for operating lights,

serviceable lenses, proper air pressure of tires, good valve stems, and

secure wheel lugs. Also checked are the condition of the electrical cable

that powers the brakes, brake running lights, and the overall condition of

the exterior.

Annually, the undercarriage is checked for wear and is lubricated. The

brakes and drums are inspected for wear and operational effectiveness. The

steel frame is scraped and painted in those areas where rust is forming or

where the steel surface is exposed to the weather and has begun to oxidize.

Even with normal precautions and annual inspections, the wear and tear

on a vehicle of this size is great. One of the problems encountered was a

leaking roof caused by the flexing of the joints where the siding joins
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together and at other points where the roof joints butt. The sealer had be-

come dry and brittle from constant exposure to the weather and the fl;.Ing

had caused the surface to separate. A roof coating with a butyl rubber Woe

was applied to the entire surface. The paint base romaine pliable and forms

a secure seal regardless of the degree of flexing and movement.

Moving Problems,

Due to the combined length of the tractor and trailer, considerable pro-

blems are encountored in maneuvering and securing the trailer. The lack of

space to maneuver has caused the loss of several wheels, rims, and brake drums

due to extremes of stress and flexing of the underoarriage. Since the mobile

unit must pivot 900 to turn into some locations, severe strain is placed on

either the leading or trailing axle, depending upon the distribution of weight.

This, in turn, causes the wheel and rim to literally spin off from the druM.

Wheels have been lost from lugs being loosened as a result of prolonged flexing

during movement.

Perhaps the greatest hazard occurs when traveling. on limited access, high

speed highways. The trailer and tractor have a maximum safe speed of 40 miles

per hour and when other vehicles are traveling at 60 to 70 miles per hour. this

slow moving caravan is a surprise and shook to many motorists. Traveling at a

slow pace is especially hazardous at the interchanges with limited access high-

ways where traffic is changing lanes and vehicles are constantly jockeying for

positions and suddenly find they must alter their course to avoid three slow -

moving vehioles that are blocking the view of the road. It would be unwise to

consider other than a four-lane road then planning a route for a mobile unit

of this size. It is also recommended that a mobile unit of this size not be

considered for use in hilly terrain.
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Daring its initial year of operation, the mobile unit made thirteen

regular or scheduled moves. The second year it moved fifteen times, while

fourteen scheduled moves were made during the final year of the project. In

addition, there wore several non-scheduled moves for maintenance of the

vehicle and other purposes not directly related to the function rdi the

Mobile unit. Considering the frequency of these moves, the duration of the

move, the assigned parking location at the schools, the effeots of weather, '

and normal wear and tear and vandalism, the mobile unit has very adequately

withstood all of these exposures.

Preparations, for Arrival

To prepare for the arrival of the xcbile unit at a local school, an

appointment is made with the principal by the assistant project director.

The purpose of the visit is to review the operational procedures necessary

for bringing the mobile unit to the school, plan for various school services

required while at the speoific location, and plan for the follow-up conference

where each student's performance is reviewed. An offer is extended to assist

the local school with professional activities that may be germaine to the

service of vocational evaluation. The special 'class teacher is briefed on

the specifics of the process and the students to be evaluated are discussed

and certain basic data is obtained.

The school staff assumes the responsibility for readying the school site

to receive the mobile unit. Driveways are cleared and staff parking sites are

redistributed until the mobile unit is on site. The chief custodian is avail..

able s, assist with the final placement of the mobile unit on site to assure

that fuel oil tank filler pipes are clear and access is provided for under-

ground facilities, i.e., waste containers, grease traps, etc., and to assist
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with electrical hook-up.

The warehouse crew tractor driver and helper -- are responsible for

placing and securing the mobile unit on site in such a manner that once un-

hitohed, the trailer will not move. The orew assists the staff with securing

the mobile unit on blocks and with the myriad of details that are encountered

in a situation where the safety of students is vital and where the protection

of public property is required.

Anne the mobile unit is secure on site and its power and telephone cables

are oonneoted, the attention of the staff is directed toward putting the in-

terior of the mobile unit in working order. This inoludes replacing tools

and equipment onto the work surfaces, removing tape from doors, hanging tools,

and arranging furniture to accept the next group of students. Following the

readying of the unit, a visual inspection of the exterior is made to assure

that all remains intaot and the unit is secure and stable.

The administrative staff of the school is informed that the mobile unit

is on site and any miscellaneous concerns are discussed at this time. The

special class teacher is also advised of the availability of the mobile unit.

The mobile unit staff seeks out the location of various school services that

may be needed, nurse's suite, administrative offices, custodian's office,

cafeteria, etc.

The overall goal of a procedure of this type is to acquaint the school

staff with the arrival of the mobile unit and to anticipate any disturbance

to the normal school routine and attempt to reduce or alleviate any unnecessary

problems that may be caused by the presence of the mobile unit at a particular

school site.
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DESCRIPTION OF INTERIOR

1. File Cabinet

2. Carrel

3 Ccorol

4. Carrel 1
Typewriter, adder, calculator
(interohangeable)

5. De - Evaluator Aide

6. Duplioating Machine and Supply Cabinet

7. Gasoline Pump

8. 6 Cylinder Automobile Engine

9. Drill Press & Table, Supplies

10. Work Bench - Fixed Position

11. Work Bench - Adjustable Height (Hi Lo)'

12. Radial Arm Saw

13. Industrial Sewing Machine

1)4. Storage - Raw Materials

15. Storage - °loaning Materials

16. Work Surface - Electronics, Plumbing

17. Evaluator's Desk

18. Table

19. Work Surface - Filing, Cash Register

20. Work Table

21. Time Clock

22. Storage - Testing Supplies

23. Work surface - Mail Sorting

24. Clothes Closet

25. Hitch

Storage Cabinets Above and Below Items: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 12, 17, 18. Visual Aid
Panel Above Items 20 & 23. Tool Racks Above Items: 8, 9, 10, & 11.
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THE SERVICE OF VOCATIONAL EVALUATION

Vocational evaluation is the assessment of human potential. It is a'

process that attempts to help the evaluee better understand himself in terms

of defining his assets and limitations. It offers the evaluee objective data

relating his aptitudes, abilities, and interests to potential career goals.

It is a process of assessment using practical, reality-based techniques and

procedures. It is the praotioal nature of the methodology that sets it apart

from the traditional assessment programs as a unique entity.

Vocational evaluation does not compete with traditional programs of

assessment. Rather, it supplements, expands, and complements existing known

data. The methodology of vocational evaluation differs from traditional

assessment in the setting in which the process occurs, the teohniques employed,

in the synthesizing of data, and in the presentation of the results. Voca-

tional evaluation is a performance-oriented encounter between the evaluee

and a work sample. The encounter method plaoes before the evaluee practical

tasks which are meaningful to him and which provide an opportunity for the

integration of internal needs and external stimuli. Vocational evaluation

is a multi-dimensional approach to individual assessment and self-exploration.

It is based upon three main components; namely, psyohometrics, work samples,

and behavioral observations. It is concerned with th, total funotional ability

of the individual. All aspects of the persons behavior and performance are

considered when the data is synthesized.

Wt..ern of Evaluation_

The system of evaluation used in the project was based on the TOWER System
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of vocational evalUation developed by the Institute for the Crippled and

Disabled of New York City. The population, being intelleotually limited,

could not perform all of the tasks involved within the TOWER System, nor

were all of the TOWER work samples appropriate, Therefore, some modifi

cations were necessary. The entire TOWER System of evaluation was available

for use with any evaluee who showed potential and who had the necessary back-

ground and experience to benefit from exposure to a broad range of work

samples. The 'AVER System was selected for two reasons:

1. It is a performance assessment of work activities. The students
could relate to the work to be doLe.

2. The basio format of the TOWER System is adaptable to work samples
other than those that comprise the system.

The TOWER System was explored to determine how the various work samples might be

incorporated into a system that seeks to assess work habits and attitudes and

career potential. A review of the placement activities of the job development

coordinators indicates that the vast majority of students (in excess of 90%)

were placed in jobs that are broadly classified as clerical, mechanical, and

service occupations. The employers were satisfied with the special class

student as an employee if he demonstrated appropriate work habits and had a

positive attitude toward work. A specific occupational skill was seldom re-

quired in these entry level jobs. The employer preferred to train the employee.

Using this data as a guide) a series of sequential assessment activities

were formulated to (1) explore the student's history; i.e., medical, social,

and educational background.) (2) determine the studentls present level of

functioning -- his ability to handle verbal and numerical concepts and in-

corporate them into meaningful everyday activities; and (3) disoover the
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career potential of the student, considering both performance and behavior.

The data generated through vocational evaluation was then reported to the

school personnel in terms of recommendations for curriculum strengthening,

suggestions for work placement activities both in school and in the oommunity,

and when warranted, an indication of the need for ancillary services: medical,

psyohological, social and/or personal and work adjustment training.

Components, of Evaluation

The basic system of evaluation encompassed threw components: psycho-

metrics, work samples, and behavioral observations. The three main components

underwent continual revision until a methodology evolved that satisfied the

fundamental requirements of vocational evaluation and offered a meaningful

interpretation of the activities of vocational evaluation to those who would

interpret the recommendations to the student either in a olassroom or counsel-

ing setting.

Basic Data

The psychometric testing revealed the student's ability, interest, and

aptitude. The testing included measurable performance on two standardized

test instruments and a demonstration of functional use of certain basic skills.

These tests were usually administered prior to the arrival of the mobile unit

at the school. ,The testing was conducted by the evaluator aide. The tim-

ing of this testing procedure was of some importance because the results

could be scored and the student placed on work samples that were appropriate

for him when he began evaluation in the mobile unit. The entire time a

student was on the mobile unit was spent in "hands on" aotivities, paper

and pencil tasks being kept to a minimum.
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Psychometrics may be defined as the use of standardized teats to measure

personal interests, native intelligence, eye-hand coordination, dexterity, and

manipulative skills. The standardized tests used in vocational evaluation con-

sisted of the Picture Interest Inventory (HOGraw-Rill), the Revised Beta Exam-

ination (Psychological Corporation), the Bennett-Rand Tool Dexterity Test (Pep.

ohologioal Corporation), and the Purdue Pegboard (Soienoe Research Associates).

The second oomponent of vocational evaluation was the work sample. A

work sample is a combination of work tasks presented in a controlled environ-

ment, in a standardized manner which simulate an actual work situation. These

samples are graduated in difficulty frlm the very simple to the most complex

tasks.

The TOWER System is a standardized system of work evaluation composed of

fourteen broad 000upational areas: clerical, oleotronios assembly, machine

shop, sewing, jewelry, lettering, drafting, drawing, leathergoods, optical

mechanics, pantograph, welding, mail clerk, and workshop assembly. Because

of the nature of our student population and local emplo7ment conditions, only

five of the fourteen areas were used. Also, certain modifications have been

made on these TOWER rstem tasks: clerical, electronics assembly, mail clerk,

sewing, and workshop assembly. Specifically, directions were given verbally

with additional visual demonstration. techniques. Practice exercises were

added to aid the student in learning the task. The technique of "test- retest"

was used extensively.

Work Sampling

The majority of a student's time was rpeut with work samples. The student

selected the samples he would like to work with and proceeded with them until
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they were completed or proved to be too difficult for him to a000mplish.

If he voluntarily quit a sample and had no other choioe) the evaluator offered

alternatives bailed upon an analysis of the student's performance on psyvho-

metric tests. Leaving the choice of activities to the student generated his

awareness of the occupation as he fulfilled the requirements of the sample

and, more important) he got the "feel for the job". The student became aware

of the physical demands of the job, the educational requirements for employ-

ment, and of his obligations as a worker.

Other work samples were added to the system to broaden the scope and

range of the evaluative prooess. The following activities were either added

or improved upon: assembly tasks, electronics, food service) oustodial work,

nurse's aide, carpentry, bricklaying, motor disassembly and reassembly,

mechanical work, stook clerk work, cashiering, and certain tasks such as

filing, coding, checking, calculator usage, and others. At the present time,

the work samples relate to the following occupational families: structural

work, bench work, service, machine trades, and natural occupations. These

are areas in which students from the special class have been known to enjoy

occupational suocess.

Additional research was done by the evaluation staff on the Dictionary

of Occupational Titles, U. S. Department of Labor, in order to broaden the

scope of the program. Worker trait groups were identified which relate to

the work samples, and these provided the basis for occupational recommenda-

tions. This insured proper standardization and promoted a more realistic

basis from which to operate.

In addition to these work samples, pertinent skill areas were added
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which gave additional information regarding individual achievement and function-

ing. These were size discrimination, object identification, business arithmetic,

change making, color identification, counting, completing a job application, and

telling time.

Work Behaviors

The third component of vocational evaluation was the observation of critical

work behaviors. These were behaviors which made a significant difference in

whether or not a student would be employed. They related direotly to success

in adult occupations, ranging from competitive amploymeat to at least sheltered

employment or work activities. The following twenty-seven specific behaviors

were observed: (1) ability to analyze and reason, (2) attention and work

tolerance, (3) clean-up of work area, (4) cooperation, (5) dependability,

(6) enthusiasm, (7) flexibility, (8) grooming, (9) initiative in performing

tasks, (10) maturity, (11) neatness, (12) perseverance, (13) punctuality,

(14) quality of work, (15) reaction to frustration and stress, (16) ability

to return from breaks without prodding, (17) adherenoe to safety instructions,

(18) ability to seek help, (19) degree of supervision needed, (20) work attitude,

(21) ability to follow verbal instructions, (22) Work attitude, (23) improve-

ment in work performance with experience, (24) work speed, (25) ability to

follow written instructions, (26) emotional stability, and (27) salt-confidence

and self-concept. General comments were also made and recorded regarding person-

ality traits suoh as motivation, ability to relate to authority figures, social

skills, and temperament.

The oritioal observation of behavior within an educational setting of this

nature is an indicator of the student's work characteristics and reveals some

of the dynamics of his personality within a work setting. An assessment method-
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ology of this type is flexible and it was altered several times during the

projeot years to more adequately measure the potential of the population

served.

Procedures and IsaWatue

In order to aocomplish the goals and objectives of an evaluation process,

a certain methodology and set of procednres and techniques were developed and

implemented to insure a soientifio, organized, objeotive approach to individual

assessment of the students served in Baltimore County. Prior to entering the

five-day evaluation period, the evaluees were briefly oriented to the mobile

unit through group tours. They were then exposed to a series of individual

and group tests designed to orient them to a testing process which provided

information about individual interests, aptitudes, and aohiements. These

data were used by the evaluator to choose or select individual work samples

for the student. Specifically, the student was given the Purdue Pegboard,

measuring, lettering, business arithmetic, and job applioation samples. He

was also asked to complete a class schedule and an individual checklist of

the activities he preferred to try while in vocational evaluation. This

initial testing period lasted approximately three hours.

When the student entered the mobile unit for his first full day of vooa-

tional evaluation, he was given a brief orientation regarding the purposes

and scope of the process and what was expected of him as a worker. The students

were exposed to a tool safety film which demonstrated proper and safe use of

power tools found in industry and in the home. During the remainder of their

first day the students were given an individual background interview and

introduced to work samples. The main purposes of the background interview were
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to establish rapport with the student and to obtain speoifio biographical

data pertaining to medical, social, psychological, educational, economic,

and vocational factors. Additional individual basic skill testing was

completed during the individual interview. All information and data obtained

during the evaluation was treated in a confidential manner.

During the second day, additional dexterity tests were administered and

work sampling, on an individual basis, was initiated. Group mental ability

tests were administered during the third day, followed by individual work

sampling on the fourth day. On the fifth day, the student was given a simu-

lated job interview which was designed as a learning experience for him. Feed-

back was given 'c,o the student relative to his overall performance.

Certain techniques, methods, and procedures were implemented to insure

the quality of the evaluation service being provided tt, the student population

served in Baltimore County. Strict adheraatie to standardized testing procedures

and rules were maintained. All psychometric testing was conducted in a quiet,

confidential atmosphere. All test directions were taped and given in a uniform

manner to all students. Normative data was used to rate the student's perform-

ance and all students were compared with the same norm group to insure an accurate

and fair comparison. The test data used was published by the test manufacturer.

Work sample results were rated according to quality and performanoe standards

listed in the TOWER manual and through performance standards and according to

criteria obtained from other oommunity evaluation facilities or developed by

the staff of the mobile unit.

Since behavior is flexible, a method of rating it uniformly was needed.

The reaction of the student to various members of the staff, and to his peer

group, and his overall work attitude were vital components of evaluation.
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A rating scale was developed for behaviors based on a 1 - 4 point standard.

The student's behavior and overall performance was discussed with the total

staff before a final rating was given. Notes and observations of individual

performance on samples were kept on an anecdotal record in the student's daily

work sheet. General patterns of behavior were derived from these specific

observations. A method of re-trials was initiated to measure the student's

retention and learning capabilities. Diagrams were used extensively. All

samples were presented in a logical, sequential manner to insure continuity.

The student was given adequate exposure through the praotioe trials mentioned

previously before being rated and assessed.

Uniform Brattlaa and Recording

Throughout the duration of the project, methodology was under constant

observation by the staff to insure that the process of administering the tests

and the recording of behavioral observations could be done in a uniform and

comprehensive manner. The test instructions were recorded on tape and work

sample activities were in written form so that when the student read the

instructions (or the staff read them to him) the wording was identical and

interpretation could be predicted.

As the staff became more experienced and the methodology more sophisticated,

a system evolved that allowed for measurement of the student's total effort.

The work samples were broken down into individual tasks and each task was

explored to determine the basic skill and knowledge that it required. Addition-

ally, behaviors were examined in a like fashion to determine what behavioral

factors were necessary to accomplish the specific task. As a result, every

task of each work sample had measurable quantities which could be rated

consistently and which was related to specific objectives.
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The Report

After the data was obtained, recorded, and evaluated, the final step in

the process was interpretation and synthesization of all subjective and object-

ive data. A narrative report was written in which all materials were presented

concerning the needs of the total person. The report focused upon both vooa-

tional and behavioral factors that enabled the student to achieve a degree

of maturity whereby he would be capable of satisfaotorily fulfilling the re-

quirements of entry level employment. It included recommendations of a social,

medical, eduoatitzel, vocational, and psychological nature. The reoommendations

were designed to alert those members of the professional community to the

potential of each student and to how they might direct their efforts in order

to maximize the functional capability of each student.

Other student groups were assessed during the summer months. The students

evaluated were of school age and had handicapping conditions other than intellect,

ual limitations. By introducing other population groups, the staff had an

opportunity to assess techniques for administering work samples as well as an

opportunity to examine the tasks to determine if they measured what they were

intended to measure. The variety and challenge of a different population

offered a stimulus to the staff.

The total effort of vocational evaluation was based on the student's

functional ability to perform within the community. No effort was made to

establish standards or norms for the population being evaluated. An attempt

was made to establish performance ratings on the work samples.

The population being assessed would be assimilated within the oornunity

and society in genera3 shortly after the termination of the educational pro-



gram. Therefore, any standardization (norming) would have limited, if any,

value to those persons who were professionally involved with this select

population. The important factor was function -- the ability to cope with

activities of daily living and to aohieve at least minimal suooess in employ-

ment.

The essence of a good vocational evaluation program lies in the con-

tinuity of the integrative ability of its servioee for the clientele served.

Th6 manner in which these servioes were planned and coordinated in each

client's case determined the value and efficacy of that particular evaluation.
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POPULATION AND SAMPLE

The population that was vocationally evaluated consisted of the entire

10th grade of students in the special classes for the intelleotually limited

within the Baltimore County school system, In the first year of the projeot

102 students were evaluated; 131 in the seoond year, and in the final year,

97.

The special education program was designed to meet the educational needs

of those pupils that could not be met wholly or partially within the regular

classroom. Flexible scheduling has been provided so that the particular needs

of the individual pupil can be meta The basio purpose of the program is to

help the pupils to achieve the fullest measure of self-aotualization of which

they are capable and to became contributing members of society. Pupils with

intellectual limitations within the Baltimore County sohoole manifest identi-

fiable characteristics uuoh as (1) a general sub-normal intellectual function..

ing, (2) the presence of other handicapping disabilities, and (3) a reduced

rate of intellectual growth resulting in difficulty in learning the formal

material of the regular curriculum.

The Stleoial Education Erma.

The focus of the special education program is on (1) the development of

selected functional academic skills essential to areas of independent living;

(2) development of personal, family, social, and civic skills; (3) develop-

ment of work habits and work attitudes through a sequential instructional

program, providing for individuality of developmental and remedial instruct-

ion. The 10th grade students were selected for vooational evaluation because

at the age of 16, they were approaching employment age, and through this



oUrrioulumwere beginning to think in terms of their career potential.

The population of the 10th grade speoial class is typical of the

eduoable mentally retarded student one finds in special classes. In regard

to mental ability and adaptive behavior, the students in the special classes

are sub-normal in intellectual ability and in the ability to adapt to new

situations. Such a description of this type of student, therefore, indicates

that the students in the special °lasses for the intellectually limited have

a functional defioienoy as contrasted to the students in the regular classes

who are functional. Function is defined as "the natural, proper, or char.aoter

istio action of anything, any quality, trait or faot so related to another

that it is dependent upon and varies with that other ". More specifically,

the special class students encounter difficulty in coping with the everyday

activities of living and have impaired social skills This is the result

of some type of pathology or the absence of intellectual growth.

The.Ourriculum

In order to take advantage of the unique range of services available in

the senior high school, the special classes for the intellectually limited

are located in the oomprehensive senior high schools as opposed to a special,

isolated facility or building. The secondary special education curriculum

allows for a combination of both regular and special classes to serve the

student. The integration of the special student within the regular °lasses

exposes tits to situations whereby his social skills are expanded, he is

iitentified as a member of a particular class (musio, art, physical education,

shop, etc.), and he is exposed to activities (varsity sports, work-study

programs in school, etc.) other than those he would normally encounter if

he remained in a special classroom all day, every day.
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The instructional objectives of the secondary curriculum are directed

toward the development of career potential within five major areas of oom-

petenoys

1. Oral communioation

2. Written communication

3. Motility - the ability and desire to move

Ii. Sooial ocmpetenoies

5. Vocational competenoies

These five major areas are oonsidered to be of vital importance to the future

lives of the students as productive citizens. They must be described as pro-

fioienoies that can be developed and evaluated as they are utilized within

the classroom.

The teacher works with a curriculum guide which provides him with objeot-

ive criteria for the observable behavior of the students. Observable behavior

is that behavior which the student demonstrates after he has been exposed to

a learning situation. During the process of vocational evaluation, the five

areas of oompetenoies are assessed and reported to the teacher and student.

The reporting takes the form of (1) establishing areas of vocatioral potential

and (2) listing those competencies in which assistance is needed to enhanoe

the student's employability.

Using. the Report

As 'an example, the report might indicate that the student has expressed

an interest in working as a service station attendant. He also has demonstrated

his ability to handle the mechanical aspect of the task and hao appropriate

work habits and attitudes. He is weak in the clerical aspects and has diffi-

culty with change making and completing the credit sales tickets. This data,
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when supplied to the teacher) offers guidance in the instructional program

and establishes a motivational goal for the student. His olassroom work

becomes more meaningful now that it is related to a specific objective.

The guidance counselor working with the data generated by the vocational

evaluation might suggest a shop program that would expose the student to

still another meaningful instructional area directly related to a vocational

objective.

The vocational evaluation report focuses on a family of occupations

rather than a specific job. The purpose of a report of this type is that

it offers flexibility to the student in selecting an occupational goal.

Today's labor market is fast moving and constantly changing, therefore,

every effort is made not to categorize a student but rather to expand

his potential for employment. The student may be recommended for a broad

range of jobs within a specific occupational family that are compatible

with his abilities, aptitudes, interests, and work behavior.

As the student moves along through the three years of senior high

school, his program of instruction is planned to advance him from depend-

ence to independence. The 10th grade is a time of self-assessment and

vocational diagnosis. The student becomes more aware of his potential)

and the services available to help him are now introduced and put into

action. The 11th grade offers the student an opportunity to work within

the school. The student may be assisting the custodian, helping in the

cafeterias or performing clerical work in the nurse's suite, the school

office, the guidance office, or the library. The emphasis is on the

development of appropriate work habits and attitudes. As the student
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enters the 12th grade he is introduced to the community-oentered work experience

program. This is a program of a half day of employment and a half day of °last,

room work. The key person in this experience is the Job Development Coordinator,

who acts as a liaison between the ocewvnity and the olassroom. He offers indi.

vidual assistance to every student in the program so that the student is adequately

prepared for the challenge and rigors of the job and the employer is aware of the

potential of the student. As the student moves to the conclusion of his educa-

tional program, the oounselor from the Division Of Vooational Rehabilitation

becomes more involved with him. The D. V. R. counselor not only functions

within the school but is available when the student has completed his educa-

tional program and is without the emotional support and security of the school.

The special class student is in a unique position within the educational

program. He is considered as an individual; therefore, the profesaonal effort

is directed toward helping him develop his individual potential to function

independently in the ommunity as a citizen and as a contributing member of

society.
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VARIABLES AND HYPOTHESES

This project was a demonstration projeot, and the effort of the staff

was directed toward establishing curriculum guidelines and strengthening

the overall educational programs for the intellectually limited student.

In this demonstration projeot, the dependent variables were: (1) the

student population within the special class, (2) the curriculum, and

(3) change(s) that might be appropriate to introduce into the curriculum, )

both elementary and secondary.

The dependent variable was the service of vocational evaluation. A

norm group was not part of the projeot schema. All tenth graders, for the

three-year duration of the project, were included and their performance and

behavior were considered (as it stood) on its merits. There was no attempt

made to ompare one group with another, to isolate any particular oharaoter-

istio or trait, or in any way to have any individual or group appear different

than ax other. The total effort was to use the cumulative data as a resource

in seeking ways to strengthen the curriculum and to initiate programs of

instruction that would challenge and motivate the intellectually limited

student.

The general hypotheses being tested were concerned with providing more

specific direction for (1) individualized pupil instruction in the classroom,

(2) pupil placement in in-school and oorremmity-oentered work experiences and

programs) (3) reduction in the dropout rate at age sixteen, and (4) voca-

tional evaluation of vocational potential of those students who, for econanio

or other reasons, must leave school at the age of sixteen.
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Since mobility allowed for oonsistenoy of assessment and since the service

of vooational evaluation was made available to all tenth grade special eduoation

students for three years, some tentative oonolusions can be made whioh will be

discussed later.
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DATA

The projeot a "Mobile Unit to Provide Vocational Evaluation for Handi-

capped Students" was a demonstration project, not a research project. There-

fore, the data used in this Final Report is tentative and any conclusions

di4wn from this data should be interpreted with caution. As a demonstration

projeot, the actual results (statistical) were not au important as were the

guidelines for the direction and impetus for the educational program that

the project offered.

The format for the project, being demonstration, did not provide for

norm groups. All tenth grade speoial class students were evaluated during

each of the three years of the projeot. As the students entered the project,

biographical data was collected and test scores recorded. Each year that the

student remained in school his class schedule was reviewed individually to

chart his progress through the program and to determine whether any relation-

ship existed between the recommendations of the evaluation itself and the

ability of the school personnel to implement them.

Data was collected annually from the teachers of the special classes.

The requested information caused the teacher to collaborate with the guidance

ootinselor in reviewing the vocational evaluation report, since they were

required to answer eleven questions (see Appendix A) that would indicate

whether the recommendations were implemented. In effect, this procedure

oared the two most vital people in the sohool system to joint together in

a cooperative effort to review the student's progress over the past year.

An additional source of data was a questionnaire distributed in the

final year of the project (see Appendix A). The purpose of this data
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gathering effort was to alert the staff to the uses of vooational evaluation

and the need to work with and implement the recommendations. This question-

naire was sent to all those members of the professional community who had

some involvement with the projeot. This included principals, guidance ooun-

eelors, nurses, tOlohers, job development coordinators, Division of Vocational

Rehabilitation counselors, and pupil personnel workers.

The data to be collected was determined by several varying inputs. The

supervisory staff of the Office of Special Education was interested in behaviors,

therefore, an analysis of behaviors was introduced. A request was received

and honored from a looal college to participate in a researoh project to deter-

mine the relationship between standardized test results and job placements

within a sohool age population. As a matter of course, all data oolleoted

during the process of evaluation itself was converted to quantifiable scores

and recorded. All the efforts of data gathering were performed in accordance

with directions from the Office of Eduoational Research of the Board of Eduoa"

tion of Baltimore County, Dr. George T. Gabriel, Director. The project staff

conducted an on-going, informal revieW of the data to (1) determine if ally

trends were emerging, (2) alert the supervisory staff of the Office of Speoial

Ede cation of instruotional areas where inconsistencies or major deficits were

noted, and (3) to review the results of the work samples attempted.
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RESULTS

The results of the project had impaot upon several seotors of the educa-

tional community: (1) the students and his parents, (2) the institution - the

school system, (3) staff development - the inservioe training of teaohers,

and (4) the ourrioulum for the intelleotual/y limited student.

The significant results pertaining to each heading are listed below.

The discussion portion of the report) which follows,foouses on the integration

of the results into the total educational and oareer planning for the student.

Students and ?emits

Vocational evaluation provided students with data that
allowed them to view themselves realistically.

Self-esteem of the student was enhanoed, Unoe vocational
evaluation was a special service available only to them.

The students had an opportunity to view the world of work
from a "hands on" viewpoint rather than the abstract class-
room apprceoh.

The performance data revealed in the evaluation reports
led to enrolling special class students in regular olass-
room subjeots: industrial art, shop, music) etc.

Vocational evaluation offered, the student concrete, positive
rewards. He could be considered for speoifio training in
sohool, a job, or activities that were compatible with his
ability and interest.

Personal concerns were resolved and answers were found to
questions such as, "Can I do it? Can I hold a job? What
job is for me?"

the students were able to consider themselves adults in
an atmosphere that was positive) non - threatening, and
enoouraging.

Follow -up one year after the evaluation indicated that
the student had an understanding of himself and his
potential.



In vocational evaluation competition was minimal emphasis
was on individual progress and achievement.

Whilo vocational evaluation emphasized individual capabilities,
it also created an interest and desire to establish career
goals.

Males were mostly interested in mechanical activities.
Females were more interested in clerical activities.
There was minimal interest) in filing and power sewinf.

Parents approved of vooational evaluation and wanted
it for their children.

All special class students should have the flame opportunties
for training, if they are capable, as all other students.

All students were interested in maohines and/or mechanical
activities,

Institution

Mobility offered a uniform (consistent and standardized)
service.

The special student's esteem was raised by offering him
individualized assessment and educational programming.

. Follow-up conferences foroed the school staff to individually
review each student's progress and plan to fulfill his needs.

. Vocational evaluation demonstrated that the capabilities
of the special class student have becul underestimated.

Vocational evaluation should be available to all students.

The generalization and stereotypes of tho past continue to
exist today in desoribing the speoial scudent and his capa-
bilities.

Faculty members were generally unaware of capabilities of
the special class student and how he might apply his ability
to effeotive funotioning.

4;.

Staff Development

Offered direction for teacher training.

Created opportunities to implement career education concepts.
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Seminar workshops were initiated which gave a praotical
approach to teacher training.

Developed an awareness of needs of other students through
the vehicle of vocational evaluatiop reports and their
suggestions of the types of services available.

Emphasis on career education can be introduced more
effectively to convince special subject teachers of
the potential of educable mentally retarded students.

Informed the school staff of community mourner Baltimore
League for Crippled Children and Adults, Rosewood Rehabilitation
Center, Sinai Hospital Rehabilitation Center, Meryland Rehabili-
tation Center, etc. where stUdenta with special needs might be
served.

Guidance counselors accepted vocational evaluation as a
useful tool and asked help in working with EMR students, e.g.,
who should counsel, how to counsel, eto. They did nht feel
capable or prepared to deal with the particular needs and
concerns of EMR students such as what vocations are avail-
able, training needed, community centers available, and
how the student might be integrated within the school.

Curriculum

Offered thrust and direction for planning a program for
content, knowledge, and skill development prior to senior
high school.

Suggested the direction and need for revision of the
elementary curriculum for the intellectually limited.

Allowed for the introduotion of the concept of "worker
traits" into work situations within the olessroom and
the school.

More occupational information is needed throughout the
entire program - students need to know about occupations
that are appropriate for them and 1.4) aware of their voca-
tional capabilities.

Indicated that vocational evaluation is a oatalyst in
job awareness and vocational training of the student.

Showed that reinforcement of basic skills is needed
at all levels of instruction, elementary through secondary.
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DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS OF RESULTS

In this investigation, the conoept of mobility when applied to vocational

evaluation was valid. The input of a readily available service such as vooa-

tional evaluation in a large public school system was great. The degree of

the impaot may not be known for several years; however, the professional staff

acknowledged the value of vocational evaluation.

There was no doubt at the outset of the project that vocational evaluation

was suspect. Until the professional staff had time to review the process of

vocational evaluation and explore in depth, at all levels, the concept, the

methodology, the techniques, and the subsequent individualized recommendations

resulting from the service, there was some obvious negative reaction to the

servioe.

botot Ma Sturmdents and Staff

As the mobile unit moved around the county, the tone of the staff toward

the school personnel was one of cooperation and assistance, which eventually

resulted in acceptance of vocational evaluation as (1) a component of the

curriculum and (2) as an instrument for offering a unique, individualized

service to the student. The previous year's evaluees looked forward to the

arrival of the mobile unit and recognized the staff members immediately when

the mobile unit arrived at the school. They supported and encouraged the

present group of evaluees and related to them their experiences during evalu-

ation. The students, once involved with the "hands on" activities of evaluation,

and the positive dynamics of the staff, found it difficult to leave. Many of

them requested an opportunity to return to the mobile unit after school, on

weekends, or holidays.
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The professional staff of the sohool was encouraged to hold meetings

on the mobile unit, to seek out staff members as Speakers, to be involved

with allied professional groups to increase their underotanding of vocational

evaluation and its value to students. It was dieoovered as the project

progressed that the majority of the professional staff involved with the

evaluees had little or no exposure to 000upations other than teaching.

To expeot a teacher to interpret the evaluative recommendations and implement

them prior to the student becoming involved in a work experience was unreal-

istic). Using their experience acquired during the project, the staff organized

a training program for teachers in August 1972. This workshop for teachers

was of three-weeks duration - two weeks of job activity and one week of

seminar. The teachers worked at the same jobs or ones similar to those their

students usually engaged in as an entry level job. Through this training

program teachers gained an understanding and empathy for the student and his

situation that previously did not exist.

The value of vocational evaluation was more closely identified with

vocational pursuits than with other curricula offerings. The vocational

center and the vocational-technical schools indicated an interest in apply-

ing vooational evaluation to their activities. In the past the screening

of candidates for vocational schools had been a problem. The school adminis-

tration had requested the advisory services of the staff in planning and

seleoting a process whereby a more valid prediction of occupational potential

might be reached than was possible through the more traditional methods.

Opportunity for Students

The total effect of those efforts had been, in essence, to open more ,
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opportunities for the students from the special classes. If the teacher

was store aware of the ability level of a special student and would offer

individual aseistanee, the student's ohanoes for success were greatly

enhanced. In some instances, the regular class teacher felt undomfort-

able with a special class student in his olaseroom. The frequency of

these negative feelings was reduced through the efforts of the special

class teaoher and other professional staff members who used the voca-

tional evaluation report as a reference in describing student capabilities

and performance levels to the regular class teacher.

Concurrently, with improved teacher awareness has come curriculum

revision related to those activities and learning experienoee that help'

the student achieve a degree of independenoe and allow him to funotion in

the (immunity as a responsible oitizen. Cn the primary and intermediate

levels the ourrioulum was examined to see it modifications could be made

in order to reinforce, at regular intervals, the basic skills that all

students were taught and assumed to retain. The evaluation process indi-

oated that the assumption of retention was not always oorreot and that

counting, telling time, measuring, color identification, and other basic

skills were not retained if not frequently reinforced. The curriculum

focused on behaviors, and vocational evaluation assessed behavior. Therefore,

the evaluation report became a teaching tool for teachers as well as a point

of reference in staff development and other training programs for professional

growth.

Impaot lai.n

The families of the evaluees were a part of the total project from the
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begihning. Invitations were extended to the students' families to visit

the mobile unit at every school visited. The staff met with P. T, A. groups

and,at specially oonvened gatherings of parents to explain the projeot and

the implications of the service for their children. The parents have re-

ceived this effort with enthusiasm. Their feelings were that a program of

this type offered (i) incentive for the student to remain in 'whoa, (2)

individual course seleotion in keeping with the student's capabilities, and

(3) individualized work experiences when the student was ready for them and

could gain the most benefit from an exposure to them. In afoot, the parents

became valued allies, since they interpreted,the program as an attempt to

individualize the curriculum for their children, with their special and

unique needs.

Impact um community,

The industrial and business community demonstrated interest in the ow-

oept of evaluation by relying more and more on the recommendations based uppn

the demonstration of the student's performance and behavior during the voca-

tional evaluation. The job development coordinator had a copy of the vocational

evaluation report available to him and used it as a reference in matching the

student to the job. Since the job development coordinator was knowledgeable

both of the job requirements and of the student's needs, he was in a unique

position to blend the two so that the employer and the student were both

satisfied with the arrangement.

Within eaoh local school, the conference to review the recommendations

of the vocational evaluation served as an essential vehicle in communioating

the concept of vocational evaluation. The conference brought together a
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variety of professionals who influenced the direotion of the student's

educational program. Those involved were the student's teaoher(s). The

madame counselor, the school nurse, a representative of the school admini-

stration, the counselor from the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation, the

job development coordinator, the Speoial Education vocational counselor, the

pupil personnel worker, and members of the vocational evaluation staff. A

group of-this sire with their specialized expertise offered the student a

type and degree of professional assistance that had unparalleled value.

Most important, a team of this oompoeition convened at every 0010°1 the

mobile unit visited during the year. The staff used these team meetings

as an opportunity to generate an acceptance and understanding of vocational

evaluation' as well as to review individual performance.
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THE IMPACT OF THE SERVICE UPON THE EDUCATIONAL COMMUNITY

The project attempted to show that a mobile system of vocational evalu-

ation was a valid concept for the Baltimore County school system. At this

time, Ulb results of this effort are tentative. However, sufficient evidence

was at hand to offer direotion for the educational program. Although data

was not available to support all of the conclusions, and some data could not

be quantified, it was possible to state that a mobile system of vocational

evaluation, operating in a large school system, provided a unique and valua-

ble service to both the students and to the eduoational/professional °comity.

pdu9ational Program

The mobility of the vocational evaluation made possible a service to the

student that was (1) standardized, (2) consistent, and (3) uniform in admini-

stration, interpretation, and implementation. The prooess of teaching within

the special education program took on new meaning for both the student and

the teacher. The student recognized his own potential and was motivated to

achieve now that he had a goal and was aware of the supporting services

available to him. The teacher had a profile of the student from which to ;

plan eduoational experiences. The total eduoational effort underwent a

transition from the abstract to the concrete - the student attaohed meaning

to his efforts and the teacher was aware of the individual strengths and

weaknesses of the student. The teacher could offer an educational program

designed to fulfill individual needs.

An expansion of service to students of the special class was made

possible by the introduction of the mobile unit. Vocational evaluation
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was available to a limited portion of the total population of the speoial

class population. Students who received the service were clients of the

Division of Vocational Rehabilitation and it was not feasible from a logistic

and practical (time and distance) standpoint to serve the entire population

of a4y class. The answer to this dilemma was to deliver the servioe to the

student.

The staff of the mobile unit conducted meetings prior to the arrival

of the mobile unit at the high schools in order to acquaint the faculty with

the project. After the departure of the mobile unit, a review was made of

the services available through the school system and the community that might

benefit the students. Additionally, the supervisors of special education

held individual conferences with the teachers to review the eValuation reports

and suggest ways to implement the recommendations as well as to review the

teacher's overall performance. The interaction of the team members at the

follow-up conferences was of significance in comnanicating to the school

faculty the total special educatiOn program, the oommunity services, and the

integration of the special class student within the regular curriculum.

Most important, the attention that the project drew to the capabilities of

the intellectually limited student was the most beneficial and vital aspect

of the three-year effort. The image of the student improved and his status

as an individual was enhanced.

Integrating the Service

When the project was initiated, the concept of vocational evaluation was

an unknown entity to most of the professional community. A select few profes-

sionals had been involved with the evaluation. These were persons with a
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special interest in the students in the special oleos; mostly teachers and

guidance counselors. Of paramount concern to the staff was the introduction

of the concept of vocational evaluation to as many professional personnel

as possible. Ay using a technique whereby the concept of vocational evalu-

ation was identified with existing school services and by indicating how it

might supplement and expand upon existing data, the school personnel were

able to identify and assimilate the new service into their mode of operation.

Responsibilities were delegated to the individual members of the team so that,

in effect accountability for service was achieved; the implementation

of the re iendati, f vocational evaluation became the individual responsi-

bility of a particul

The introduotion of the service brought to i ,vme inadequacies in

teacher training. Many teachers in the seoondary sohools offered skill

training, rather than the integration of previously acquired skills into

more meaningful pursuits. The speoial class student in senior high school

needed an educational program that would assist him in becoming functional.

An awareness of the community, the services available, the occupations

available, and the ability to cope with the problems of everyday living was

necessary for the special class student to be successful ,Aloe he left school.

Since the student learns by example, it was assumed that the special class

teacher could benefit from community exposures similar to those experienced

by the students. A summer workshop of three weeks duration was arranged in

which senior high teachers were placed into jobs like those of the students.

For two weeks the teachers rotated between three work experiences; the third

week they devoted to a seminar where job specifications, tolerances, trans-

portation, etc. were discussed and recorded. These data were compiled into
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an organized form and distributed to all secondary teachers to be used as a

referenoe. The thrust of the workshop was to involve the teachers with work

experiences, to expand their knowledge of jobs, and allow them to gain an

awareness of the possible job duties that a job title may or may not imply.

As the term of the project came to an end, it was obvious to those allied

with the service of vocational evaluation that the ooncept was gaining in

acceptance, not only at the level of the local sohool but also at the admini»

strative level of the central office. Inquiries regarding the utilization

of the service with varying population groups wore received with increasing

frequency. The staff maintained a schedule of public oontaot whereby an

attempt was made to discuss the concept and service of vooational evaluation

as often as possible, A member of the staff visited every senior high school

that the mobile unit served, every junior high schoOl that fed to a served

senior high school, to all area principals' meetings, to P. T. A.'s when

invited, to faculty meetings when invited, to teachers' meetings called by

the supervisor, and at state gatherings sponsored by the Division of Voce-

tional-Technical,Education for the specific purpose of having several school

systems of the state accept and expand the concept and service of vocational

evaluation. The State Department of Education attempted to bring together

representativerof the professional disciplines of guidance, administration,

special education, pupil services, etc., at least once a year to discuss

the progress of the service of vocational evaluation and review with the

responsible parties within each of the counties served the merits of the

service, the implications of it and how it might be utilized advantageously

with additional population groups - adult education students, Vocational
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Rehabilitation clients, and candidates being screened for vooational training

programs.

The results of the project may be generalized as follows:

1. The student saw, and was aware of a broad spectrum of jobs. This
was in contract to the traditional method of job selection, namely,
the parents' pattern of employment,

2. There was a certain prestige offered the student by availing him-
self to the service. Vocational evaluation was a unique service
available to a select few students. They received personal in-
structions and, in return, received an educational prescription
attuned to their individual needs,

3 The service integrated the student into the school and community.
The follow -up conference was the vehicle by which those vital faculty
members were drawn together to discuss the potential of each student
evaluated. This opportunity afforded the staff the privilege of
exposing the positive qualities and potential of a relatively small
segment of the population who were considered "different" yet possessed
untapped potential.

4. The service and reports offered constant reinforcement to the school
faculty and the professional community information regarding the
capabilities of the students and the educational programs that were
appropriate for them. Information of this type, readily available,
generated an interest in the welfare of the intellectually limited
student to the point that he was considered for admission to regular
classes, vocational training programs, school shops, home economics
classes, and other educational activities that would not necessarily
have been open to him otherwise.

5, The service, operating in most of the senior high schools of the
county, offered the Office of Special Education an opportunity to
discuss and make available other services that might benefit students
in regular classes. Again, the follow-up conference was the vehicle
whereby discussion was generated and the school faculty was made
aware of the various services available in addition to those usually
associated with the special class, i.e., language, communication,
behavior and learning, and physical disabilities.

6. The student's concept of space was expanded as a result of partici-
pation in the project. He began to think in terms of areas and
activities beyond his neighborhood and his school. The exposure
to activities and situations different from those he was accustomed
to generated an awareness of the community that he was not conscious
of before. His thinking moved from the neighborhood, the school
community, the local region, and the county to the metropolitan
area and a broader area that might encompass one or several states.
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7. The service also provided a continuity of oduoational programming.
We are living in a mobile society in which people frequently change
jobs, oommuhitiee, and schools. The vocational evaluation report,
traveling with the student to his new sohool, offered the new teacher
an assessment of the student's present level of functioning and
gave direction that would enable the student to achieve a degree of
success that'll() might not reach if his changes of residence were
frequent and he Was without benefit of a service of this type.

The total speoial education program, benefited from the project.
The foot that the project offered standardization, consistency,
and uniformity of aeseemnent, reporting, and interpretation of
results' demonstrated the strengths and weaknesses of the program.
As a result, ,0-+ on-going analysis of the program, K - 12, has
been initiatuaj ineervice training of teachers was more pragmatic
and meaningful; the relationship between the school and ocemmity
resouroe agenoies had been strengthened; cooperation between
the several professional disoiplines within the school had been
expanded and supplemented by the utilization of the service.

9. The integration of the oonoept of vooational evaluation and career
development was a real possibility. As the utilization of vocational
evaluation proceeded throughout the sohool system, it beoeme evident
that the use of evaluative techniques was appropriate and could be
implemented within the framework of the career development model.

10. Within Baltimore County, additional vocational evaluation services
are now available as & direct result of the mobile unit. (1) The
Turner Oooupational Training Center, a facility designed, vimarily
for trainable youth who demonstrate a potential for independent
activity, uses vocational evaluation and personal/work adjustment
services ac integral oomponents of the program. (2) The Western
Vocational-Teohnioal Center will inoorpolate a packaged system
(oommeroially available) of vocational evalmetion as a oomponent
of their Career Resource Center. The Center ill include evalu-
ation, a resource lab, and guidance and health services in one
location, primarily for the use of students who are considering
the high school as a training site to supplement their senior
high school program. (3) In esponee to a similar need,
vocational evaluation will be incorporated into a total school
program in the Eastern Vocational- Technical High School.

11. The projeot was planned and submitted approximately two years prior
to approval. During the interim, the national economy began to
expand and inflation legated many of thS cost factors shown in the
original projeot proposal. An appeal wee allowed and a ten percent
inorease was applied to the original coat estimates. The allowed
increase was helpful but it was not enough to cover the accumulated
oost increases (salaries and software) for the duration of the
project. The Federal government granted only that amount requested
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in the original proposal, plus ten percent ($81,840)3 it
appeared that the project would operate at a deficit. The
situation was presented to the Superintendent of Instruotion
and the Budget Officer of the Board of Education. Provisions
were made to supplement the Federal funds with county funds
during the second and third years of the project. The facilities
of the Board of Education were used extensively during the
three-year period. County services were rendered to move the
mobile unit, maintain the mobile unit (exterior and interior),
provide electrical service, repair and replace 'vireo, wheels,
drums, etc., provide office space, equipment, furnishings and
telephone service to the mobile unit staff, and maintain many
other services that required the effoAs of various offices
within the Board of Education.

12. The Board of Education determined that the service of vocational
evaluation was an integral part of the educational program. It

elected to retain the service and continue to make it available
to those who might benefit from it.

13. An obvious need for trained evaluators emerged. Meetings of
evaluators (VEWAA and school centered) are held at least semi-
annually. The purpose of these professional meetings is to
discuss topics of mutual interest and coordinate these efforts
to establish cooperation among similar units of evaluation.
It became apparent in Maryland, that a training program for
evaluators was needed. There is no uniformity of training
or experience among the evaluators. All have had some type
of training, all have had some experience that might be related
to their present occupation, but none have been exposed to a
formal educational program that is_directly associated with
evaluation. With the expansion and availability of vocational
evaluation in Maryland, a formal program of training is urgently
needed.

14. From the exposure to the service of vocational evaluation and
from a working knowledge of the reoommendations and their subsequent
implementation, the staff observed that more d more educators
are indicating a need for the service to be ade available to all
students who request it, not just those who e considered to
have speoial needs.

15. The plans and prototype of the Baltimore County mobile unit has
provided the impetus for similar evaluation units throughout the
state. The State Department of Education, Vocational-Technical
Division, offered teohnioal and financial assistance to other
counties within the state, and three similar units were made
operational during the 1970-71 school year. Basically, the mobile
unite are forty feet long, ten feet wide and house the TOWER System.
From this introduction of vocational evaluation within Maryland, the
service grew to include several permanent sites within schools, and
is available at all the state hospitals, juvenile service facilities
and in many private agencies.
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SUMMARY

Vocational evaluation filled a void that traditionally existed in

educational programs to serve the mentally limited student. It was an

objective assessment of work behavior and career potential, It ziemoved

the student from the abstraot: atmosphere of the olassroom and planed him

in a reality-oriented setting of a work environment. This environment

caused the student to perform. He saw tools, machines, and equipment

that he wanted to handle, use and perform with. Once he was stimulated

and guided, his performance could be measured. The measurements of perform-

ance were conveyed to the professional staff of the school in functional

'terms so that the student was encouraged to develop his unique potential.

Within the Baltimore County school system, mobility was the key to

serving a segment of the total population that needed specialized assist-

anoe. In order to assist a student, his needs must ftrst be understood.

Vocational evaluation revealed the student's vocational strengths and

weaknesses. The recommendations were such that the student could be

adequately served so that he functioned more independently in society.

More important, mobility of evaluation offered an assessment of the ourri-

oulum and of staff development needs. Mobility offered a continuity of
TA.

programming and communication. The professional community was drawn

together as a total unit in serving the student as a result of the conference,

bringing many disciplines together for a common purpose.

For the community outside the school, the factor of mobility placed

the service before the public in surroundings that were familiar to them.

Since evaluation offered individualized service, the community saw the publio
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schools as attempting to serve the individual student according to his needs.

The business sector viewed the concept of v:Nnational evaluation as a beneficial

service to them because they were appraised of a prospective employee's

qualifications as a worker before they hired him. The trial and error

placement was minimized.

This project has proved beneficial not only to the students but to the

professional staff of the school community as well as the business and

industrial sector of Baltimore county,
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JOB DESCRIPTIONS

Speeial Education Teacher

The special education teacher must obserie the individual differences
and aee these differences to promote the highest development of the individual
pupil. The teacher's creative ideas and innovations to th( curriculum are
essential if the daily classroom instruction is to help the pupils meet the
challenge and problems facing them in their educational experience. Thorough
and complete records of the pupils are essential if accurate reporting and
evaluation of the program is to be maintained.

The ga Development Coordinator

The job development coordinator has three responsibilities in the Community
Centered Work Experience Program. The primary responsibility is to coordinate
the activities of special education pupils actually engaged in community-centered
work experience programs. A seoondary responsibility is to coordinate resources
of community agenoies which are concerned with pupil work experience programs.
Finally) the job development coordinator must identify potential work expexl-
once opportunities in the community and communicate information about these
to the special education teacher and pupils.

The Egg. Personnel Worker

The pupil personnel worker assists school personnel in studying specific
eases on a broader scale through knowledge of and contacts with the home,
community) and other ethools. The pupil personnel workers serves as direct
liaison between the home and many community resource agencies as the result
of team interaction.

The School Counselor

The school counselor reviews and presents comprehensive school information
including observations varied upon counseling contacts on all appropriate oases.
The counselor presenidc information and observations relative to oases being
presented by other members of a team and works on a counseling basis with
selected students who are scheduled for team conference.

The hoof Nurse

The school nnrse assists s ff members in adapting the school program to
meet the health needs of student . Appraises and reports on the health status
of students by screening test re its as well as the health of the family unit.
The school nurse serves as liaison between school and community health agenoies
and the medical profession) updates and obtains pertinent health data and
interprets findings and recommendations to faoulty and other administrative
personnel.

The School Eashologist

The school psychologist determines the adequacy of information from which
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reasonable conclusions can be drawn regarding the peyohologioal well being of
the students. The sohool psychologist evaluates the usefulness of and the
need for psychological testing. Olarifies and interprets psychological data
and appraises the team of progress and/or regression of students under his
direction who are receiving therapy, counseling, and other modifications of
behavior.

712,Vocational Snectial Eduoattoa Counselor

The vocational special education counselor works cooperatively with
vooationalteohnioal, regular subjects teaohere, and guidance oounselors to
aid in programming for special education students, supplies job information
to special *lass teachers, i.e., job specifications for job profiles, works
with insohool work experience program as a ocasultant, acts as liaison
with the vocational technical high schools and centers and the Department
of Special Education, and interprets speoial education vocational education
programs (ourrioulum and work experiences) to the community and related
agencies.

as,Vooatkomp, Exijatolt.

The vocational evaluator develops and directs all vocational evaluations,
gathers data from all sources concerning clients and distributes written reports
to all indicated sources. The vocational evaluator must keep abreast of new
innovations in the labor market, in the commnit7, and in the country, and
must originate conferences with olients, parents, school personnel and ancillary
services.

LudignakEehabilitation, Counselor

The vocational rehabilitation counselor works with the job development
coordinator and other special education personnel in developing a comprehensive
and coordinated program which will enable all elibible students to benefit to
the fullest extent from the rehabilitation servioes offered by the state.
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Office of Special Education
bard of Education of Baltimore County

Towson, Maryland

phildrez With Intelleatual pitnitationq

An Overview

Elacement Proceduress

1. Referrali are made from the home school to the Office of .

Special Education. This is6ione as a result of discussion at a

team conference.

2. Criterias

a. I.Q. range between 93 ..479 as measured on an, individual
test administered by a ,bri1p21vplyte.,olsoh000lsolo:iat.

b. Written permidsion has beeThicid-ifa-57F---001aco1---ence
has been held with the parents by the prinoipal or his
designate.

plaatallavrtunitiess

1. Programs are available for these children.from primary through

senior high school.

Primary Age 6 . 9
Intermediate Age 10 . 12'
Junior High Age 13 . 15
Senior High to 16 . 18

2. The lsize of classes iss

0.
Primary » 10 students .

Intermediate - 15 students
Secondary - 20 students

3. If the home school dome not have a program, assignmentAtr

made in a nearby program. Special transportation is provided by the

county.
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...xcitawCual

The program emphasis is placed on preparation for independence

in sooiety and the working world. DeVeloPMOntal programa in bssio

skills are emphasized in the elementary program with emphasis on

individual needs. As the child develops reading, computational, and

other communication skills) life like concepts are'introduced so that

basic school skills are translated into use in life like settings.

Preparation for a oareer is started early in thesohool years

but with heavier emphasis in the secondary program. In the junior

high school, job olusters are explored and job analyses are written

that are, realistic to the students. In- school work experiences are

provided so that the student can better realize his interests and

abilities. In the 10th grade, the studento receive a vocational

evaluation, followed by the Community Work Experience Programs in the

11th and 12th years.

Prram Innovations

The history of this program is short compared to public education

in the United:States. In this brief time, programs have gone through

many changes. Twenty years ago in the United States, many intellec-

tually limited children were still isolated in homes away from' society

and schools were starting "isolation booth" program separate from the

regular school. Today, the intellectually limited individual is mingling

in society and has a role in the' working world. Sohools are attempting
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to integrate these students in total school programs based on the

indilddual abilities. Employers are hiring those people for their

work potential and not for the humantarian approach of hiring the

handicapped.

At the present time. Speoial Education programs through the country

are spearheading Career Education programs and facilities that are needed

for a larger segment of our population. This has been implemented by

government funding designated for the handicapped. Baltimore County

continues to provide a program for these &Went° that has for years been

considered one of the outstanding programs in the country.
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VOCATIONAL EVALVATION PROGRAM

Statement of Purposes and Procedures

RATIONALE:

The total effort. of vocational evaluation attempts to reveal what the student
has done in the past, what he can do now, and what he has the potential for doing

in the future. All aspeots of the total student are considered; his family, his
education, his medioal baokground, and his social experiences.

The evaluation is an individual assessment based on a flexible structure in
consideration of individual needs. It offers an exposure to work situations,
whereby the student becomes aware of himself as a worker and of jobs as he performs

specific occupational tasks.

The student 'With intellectual limitations needs positive, concrete examples
of work activities. These activities must be meaningful to him and he must be
able to relate the aoivitios to familiar everyday encounters. By using actual

work samples in a simulated employment environment, the studentPs performance
can be measured. The work situations and families of occupations inoorporated
within this system are those in which the student, with intollcotual limitations
has met with occupational success.

Prom past experience, students have lost jobs, not due tinack of skill,
rather, due to poorly developed interpersonal skills. Therefore, students are

rated on both work and personality characteristics. This data is vital to the

helping community in preparing a student for employment. The effort of the

school staff and the surrogate employer are focused on developing a positive
work attitude and oh fostering appropriate work habits.

The assessment is dynamic and ongoing. Therefore, as a ocaponent of a
curriculum, it can provide direction for the student, the school staff, and
those members of the helping community who are needed to assist the otudent in
becoming functional as a worker and o.oitizen.
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BOARD OF EDUCATION OF BALTIMORE COUNTY
TOW SON, MARYLAND 21204

Vocational Evaluation Program

OBJECTIVE: The assessment of career potential and work behavior.

POPULATION: 10th grade students in the special olasses for the intellectually
limited.

PROCEDURES: 1. Psychometrics

a. Standardized tests
Pioture Interest Inventory
Crawford Small Parts Dexterity Test
Bennett Hand Tool Test
Revised Beta Examination

b. Basic Skills
Business arithmetic
Change making
Color identification
Counting ability
Job application
Lettering
Measuring,

Size discrimination
Tool knowledge
Telephone directory

2. Work Samples *
Assembly work

Sorting and stapling
Nut, washer and bolt assembly

Clerical work
Adding maohins
Calculator
Cash register
Checking & coding
Duplicator
Filing - alphabetical, ohroliologioU & otEIe
Mail clerk - departmental, zip, folding, inserting,

opening, dating, sealing, and postal soale

Sales book
Stock clerk
Typing

0

The work samples employed arc based upon samples taken from the TOWER System, other

facilities offering vocational evaluation, and from actual job opportunities that

are available to intellectually limited studentS.
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Shop work
Drill press
Pattern leyout, use of power machinery

Electronics
Assembly, sorting resistors, sorting wires, code
identification, cable harness, inspection, soldering,
use of test meter

Electrician's helper
Rat-tail splice, basic wiring

Power sewing

Mechanical work
Lock
Lawn moWer assembly
6-cylinder motor (automobile)
Gapping spark plugs
Use of manual

Structural trades_
Bricklaying
Carpentry - Sanding block, tie rack, bird house, wall shelf

Service vork
Custodial
Food service - Table setting, stacking dishes, measuring

solids and liquids, following a recipe
Nurse's aide - Use of a thermometer, taking a pulse, use

of patient chart, interest questionnaire
Cosmetology - Use of rollers, brush, comb, styling hair
Waiter/waitress
Service station attendant

The entire TOWER System is available and is utilized as the individual demonstrates
potential in a specific occupational area.

3. Critical Observations
(See attached sheets listing personality charaoteristios and.
work characteristics.)

4. .iports

The reports focuses on areas that will enhance the student's
chances for success as a potential worker and citizen.

Structured work experience
in-school
community centered

Vocational training
Remedial imAructional programs
Adjustment services

work
Personal
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Ancillary services
medical
social services
psychological
counseling

Occupational, recommendations are bases on entry level
activities within specific families of occupations
that include a broad range of job alternatives.
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INDIVIDUAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 330 STUDENTS VOCATIONALLY EVALUATED
DURING THE THREE YEAR TERM OF THE PROJECT.

RACE

Male
Female

White
Black
Oriental
Other

*11M11.
211

1 1 9

270

59
1

0

AGE

Range

Mean

At time of
Evaluation

15 -3 to 15 - 11

16 - 9 9

15 - 3 to 15 -11
16 - 0 9 16 - 11
17 - 0 " 17 - 11
18 - 18 -11
19 -0 19 -8

25
220
69
13

3

HANDICAPPING CONDITIONS

122 students had one or
more disabilities in
addition to mental
retardation

Vision
Hearing
Speech
Orthopedic
Emotional

Neurological
Epileptic
Dental
Other
(allergy, diabetes,
respiratory, obesity)

27
20
23
17

13

3
15
2

27

The recommendations resulting from the vocational evaluation indicated
that students might benefit from the following services:

In-school work experiences 53%
Community centered work experiences 23%
Vocational training 37%
Fill' or part time employment 9%
Personal or work adjustment training L3%
Basic Education 53%
Regular education 27%
Medical Services 23%
Social Services 3%
Psychological Services 35%
Counseling Services 49%
Reevaluation at a later time 21%
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Prior to being vocationally evaluated, the students expressed
an interest in one or more of the following vocations:

Mechanical 66

Clerical 58

Carpenter 149

Service Worker 26

Electrician 19

Cosmetologist 7

Food Service Worker 7

Drill Press Operator 6

Auto Mechanic's Helper 5

Jewelry Manufacturing 5

Wrse's Aide 5

Professional Athlete 5

Custodial Worker 14

Sales Work 14

Bricklayer 3

Body and Fender Repairman 3

Child Care Worker 3

Construction Worker 3

Cashier 3

Computer Operator 3

Stock Clerk 3

Power Sewing Machine Operator 3

38 additional choices not shown ere selected by 1 or 2 evaluees.
40.10111.
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WORK SAMPLE DESCRIPTIONS

I. Assembly Tasks

Two basic assembly tasks are utilized, a sorting and stapling task and a

nut, washer and bolt assembly.

A. Sorting and stapling: The student places one large and two small

screws into each of 175 envelopes and then staples them closed

while being timed.

P. Nut, washer and bolt assembly In this test, the student has to

perform at a higher rate or speed when making the required assemblies

which consist of one bolt, one lock washer and a second ,nut. His

potential for placement in various types of small assembly and

packing positions can be assessed through the utilization of these

particular tasks.

II. Clerical Samples

The clerical segment consists of 13 basic work samples which measures one

aptitude and potential for performing various types of clerical work.

A. Adding machine: This is a TMER System work sample in which the

student has to work with multiple digit numbers, operate an adding

machine, and complete a bookkeeping sheet accurately and rapidly.

It relates to many clerical positions in industry.

B. Calculator: The student is asked to perform four types of mathe-

matical operations on a Singer-Friden 1115 electronic calculator -

addition, subtraction, multiplication) and division, following

the formulae provided.
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C. Cash register: In this sample, the student is asked to operate

a standard cash register accurately, compute the cost of a food

order with the aid of price splitting and sales tax charts,

discriminate between taxable and non-taxable items and make

correct change.

D. Checking: This is a sample designed to measure the student's

ability to check and compare columns of figures and names with

another list to determine whether or not errors exist.

E. Coding: The student is asked to learn simple number and letter

codes and apply these to columns of names, using the appropriate

code.

F. Filing: The student is required to complete three types of filing,

alphabetical, chronological, and code filing; a total of 900 3" x 5"

index ,ards, 300 of each type.

O. Alphabetical folder This is a more sophisticated alpha-

betical filing task in which the student has to file 100 folders

containing many of the rules of filing such as hyphenated names,

abbreviations, etc.

H. Mail clerk: The evaluee has to perform six separate tasks in

this sample, opening mail, date stamping, folding and inserting

mail, sealing mail, sorting by departments and zip code,

weighing mail, and using a postage scale.

I. Payroll,: This is a TOWER System sample in which the student is

required to prepare a relatively simple payroll record. One
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determines the number of hours worked by each employee during the

course of a week and oomputes the salary according to the hourly

rate of pay.

J. Sales books: This is a TOWER System task in which the evaluee

has to make out multiple copy sales slips similar to those used

in department stores, using a sales tax chart to compute the tax.;

K. Stock clerk: The student is asked to fill an order following a

written order form, take inventory, using a standard form, weigh

various items and shelve stock.

L. =l: This sample is designed to measure a person's potential

to learn manual touch typing. The student is given a minimum of

one day of practice and is tested on three three-minute trials,

and types designated material.

M. Telephone directory: The purpose of this task is to measure the

student's ability to use a telephone directory. He is asked to

look up 25 names and, record the telephone numbers on a work sheet.

IN. Service Samples

A A. Cosmetology: This task is designed to measure a student's interest

and aptitude in personal service types of work. One is required

to produce a particul.ar hair style following a printed design

and create an original one using the tools of the trade such as

brush, comb, rollers, etc.

B. Food service Three main samples are used in the food service
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area; table setting, stacking dishes and measuring solids and

liquids following a recipe. In the table setting sample, the

student is asked to set a table following a specifio pattern,

using knives, forks, spoons, etc. In the second part, the

student stacks dishes in a dish rack as rapidly as possible.

In the last part, the student has to read 1 recipe and measure

specific amounts of solid and liquid ingredients using standard

measuring devices such as measuring cups, measuring spoons, etc.

C. Janitorial: The student is asked to perform basic custodial duties

such as sweeping and vacuuming the trailer, emptying trash con-

tainers, and waxing table tops.

D. Nurse's aide: In this series of tasks the student has to complete

an interest questionnaire, read an aotual thermometer, take a

patient's pulse and complete a patient chart. The student's

ability to relate and communioate with people is also assessed

through observation.

E. Service station attendant: There are two basic parts to this sample.

In the first, the student has to complete a credit card form

properly, copying specific information from a printed sheet.

He then uses a standard imprinter to vecord the information in

the upper part of the form. In the second segment, the student

has to use a tire pressure gauge, battery tester, and anti-freeze

tester in an actual automobile.

F. Waiter/waitress: This sample involves taking orders directly from

a customer, completing sales checks accurately, and using a sales

tax chart. The student's ability to communicate with and relate
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to people is observed.

IV. Manipulative Tasks

There are a total of 13 separate samples in this area.

A. Bricklaying: In this sample the student lays bricks according

to several specified patterns; a standard running bond and a

Flemish bond, and he has to lay a corner.

B. Carpentry: The carpentry ares are sub -di rided into four separate

samples and the student gradually progresses from a simple task

to more complex ones. The four samples are making a sanding

block, a tie rack, a bird house and a leaf wall shelf. The

student uses diagrams and all essential tools including hand

and power tools. Two types of wood are used; pine and plywood.

C. Drill Press: In this sample the student has to lay out two patterns

on plywood sheets following a diagram and then drill them accurately

and precisely using a standard drill press.

D. Electronics: This segment consists of seven separate work samples,

resistor sorting, wire sorting, coding, laying a cable harness,

inspection, soldering terminals, making a rat-tail splice, and

completing wiring of a terminal box.

Resistors: In the resistor sorting task, the student has

to sort 100 multi-color resistors of 10 different color

combinations into bins.

Sorting wires: This a standardized TOWER System task in

which one has to identify 10 wires and color code them.

Cable harness: In this TOWER System task the student has

to run a small cable harness of 10 solid color wires follow-

ing a diagram.



Inspection: In this TOWER System task, one has to complete

a cable inspection, i.e., inspebt his own work on the cable

harness for errors.

Soldering: The student has to solder 21i wires to standard

terminals with a soldering iron.

Rat-taii splice: The student makes a simple splice follow-

ing certain measurements and using 18 gauge wire.

Terminal box: The student is asked to cut, strip, and attach

20 wires to the scr-...ws on a terminal box using basin electri-

cian's tools such aJ needle nose pliers, stripper and cutter.

V. Mechanical Tasks

The mechanical phase consists of six basic samples; lock, electric motor,

lawn mower, 6-oylindfr? automobile engine, spark plug gapping and using

a service repair manual.

A. Lock: The student disassembles and reassembles a standard house

lock using a screwdriver.

D. Electric motor: The student assembles and disassembles a small

electric motor following a simple diagram.

C. Lawn mower: The student is required to disassemble and reassemble

this more canplex motor using a diagram and ordinary mechanics'

tools.

D. 6-cylinder omline: In this more sophisticated task,

the student disassembles and reassembles a standard 6-oylinder

automobile engine following minimal instructions and using a

wider variety of mechanics' tools.

E. Spark plus: The student makes six different gaps following
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an instruction sheet and using a standard gapping tool.

F. Manual: In this sample the student is asked to read a service

station manual and use various oharts to locate and read speoifio

information about different models of automobiles.
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ORic CHARACTERISTICS

NAME SCHOOL DATE

(Cheok the ones that apply)

1, AlgatLiomatuu cagLtson. Can reason Carinot reason

At, and work tolerance. Nearly always completes taeici

Completes at least one-half of the tasks Several None

3. Cleans up work area. Nearly always at least one-half of the

time occasionally never

4. Cooperation. Cooperates nearly always at least one-half of

the time never

5. Dependability. Is nearly always dependuble at least one-half

of the time occasion never

6. Enthuaiaen. Is nearly always enthusiastic at least one-half

of the time occasionally, never

7. flexibility. (Willingness to try new tasks). Nearly always flexible

at least one-half of the time never

Grooving. Nearly always well groomed__
der ea

at least one-half o

the time never

Initiates own tasks. Nearly always at least one-half of the

time occasionally never

10. &watt. (in relation to group) Above average Average

Below average Not at all mature

11. Neatnesa. NearZy always neat Neat at least one-half of the

time occasionally never

12. Perseverance. Perseveres almost always at least one-half of

the timed occasionally never
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WORK C

13, Punctuality. Usually punctual at least one-half of the

time occasionally. never

14. ality of,wo k, Above average Average

15, Reaction to frustratim and stress. (When things are not going well)

Stops working Substantial change in productivn small

decrease in production no deorease not applicable

16. Returns from breaks (without being reminded) Nearly always,_

at least one-half of the time occasionally never

17. awl instructions. (Follows them) Always at least one-half of

the time occasionally never

18. Seeks help. Nearly always at least one-half of the time

occasionally never

19. Supervision. Nearly always needs supervision: one -half of

the times never specify

20. lmm21121.- Nearly always thorough one-half of the time

occasionally never

21. Verbal instructions. Nearly always retains and follows verbal

instructions occasionally never

22. Work attitude. Is nearly always positive positive at least

one-half of the time occasionally never

23. Work improvement with experience. Improves rapidly improves

at a fairly rapid rate is/proves slowly but gradually

shows little improvement

24. Work speed. Always rapid__ acceptable at least one-half of

the time occasionally not acceptable



WORK CHARACTERISTICS

25. Written instruotions. Can follow them cannot follow

26. lEntatftiorabill. Good fair Poor

unsatisfaotory

27. Self-confidence and self-concept. Excessive adequate,

inadequate
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NAME

PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS

SCHOOL

1. Ia?well motivated . Is poorly motivated

2. Relates well to peers

DATE

. Occasionally raates to peers

Does not relate or interact

3. Relates well to authority figures . Relates occasionally .

Does not relate or interact at all

4. Relates best to men____ . women both sexes equally well.,_.

5. Works best with others. alone

6. Does not need encouragement,. Needs support and encouragement

occasionally Needs support and encouragement continuously____".

7. Is methodical Is hasty and impulsiVe

S. Has good social skills . Has poor social skills

4. Is well oriented Is disoriented

10. Is hyperaCtive Is somewhat hyperactive

ally ster,le

11. Can identify vocational goals
OWNI 1

. Cannot identify vocational directionNMENM..0

emotion-

and goals . Has unrealistic vocational goals

12. Exhibits appropriate behavior and reactions according to the demands of

a situation Behavior is inappropriate

13. Works best on precise tasks which allow little deviation from the

standards . Works best on tasks where a margin of error is

allowable Works best in repetitive situations where judgement and

reasoning are not necessary_

Works best in routine situations where some reasoning ability is

necessary



Ham

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Date

Identifying Data

(Last] (First)

Address
Street (Oi +.y) (State) (Zip)

Tel.

Date of Birth Age Sex Race

..............emrrewir41.......*
Family Hembers artdarid

1.110,"Ne

Source of Support

Public Assistance: OAA APTD OPA PANB AFDC

OPAE Foster Care Combinations and Types

Time on Publio Assistance Caseworker Tel.

family Pension: Yes Amount, Source

Other family income and types:
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Education 2

NAlfE OF SCHOOL ADDRESS GRAD DATES
COURSECOMEETED FROM IIIIIIIIMIIIII

.0...NPP

1111111111111111111
1111111111111111.11111111111
IIIIIII IIIII MI 11111

Other training (tYpe)

Location Sehool(s)

Employment History.

Dates

dOB OF EMPLOYER
ATE MKLY

WAGE
DUTIES LEAVING FOR

LEAVINGMI

. --------------------------------------

--.--..------. -*

!Vice]. History

Primary Disability or diagnosis

Origin or etiology

Date of onset

Secondary disability or diagnosis.

Origin or etiology

Date of onset

Other Problems (describe
fills



HOSPITAL ADMISSICOS AND TREATMENT

Hospital or clinic Address Condition treated Dates
+11011111100.

Family Physician Address Tel.t

Specialist 4ecialty

Current Medication or treatment

AddresS

Oth(r Pertinent Data

Medical Insurance (type)

/Skills: Typing (WPM)

ereim...m......1

Office Machine

Lip Reading Other

Agencies known tot

Stated Vocational Goal

Hobbies or Special Interest

Travel Ability: Public Transportation

Dependent on Family

Driver's License

Other

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No
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NAME

VOCATIONAL TRYOUTS

SCHOOL DATE

Please cheok the type or work you would like to try during the next week. You
may check as many as you wish.

ADDING MACHINE-----..

CARPENTRY - Using wood, tools, and following a pattern to
make a sanding block, stool) and tie rack.

CASHIER

COSMETOLOGY - Working with hair.

------- CUSTODIAL Cleaning the trailer

DRILL PRESS - Using a ruler and drilling holes.

ELECTRICITY - Connecting switches and putting wires together

OFFICE FILING

FLOWER ARRANGING

JEWELRY Cutting lines and pictures with a jeweler's saw.

MAIL SORTING

MECHANICAL Working with lOcks) lawn mowers and a car engine.

NURSE'S AIDE- Reading a thermometer and taking a pulse.

SEWING Making hems and an apron.

STOCK CLERK - Finding items in a stockroom.

SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT

11/MINNINO.N.11.01.11. TYPING

What else would you like to do?
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JOB INTERVIEW

NAME
SCHOOL

DATE

1. What type of job would you like or be interested in?
2. What jobs have you had?

3. What salary do you expect to receive for your first full time job?14, 'Do you mind routine work - that is, doing the same job over and over again?5. Do you like
regular working hours (8 - 14; 9 - 5)? Would

you work overtime?6. Do you prefer
working with others or alone?

7. Of all the things you do, what can you do best?
8. Are you willing to start at the bottom and work up in a new job?
9. Have you had or do you now have any serious illnesses? Are you taking medicine?10. Do you like school? Do you want to finish?

11. What shops or other regular
subjects have you had in school?

12. How do you spend your spare time? What are your hobbies?
13. Do you date?

INTERVIEW IMPRESSIONS
1. Nervous Yes No

Somewhat
2. Appearance G ood Fair

Poor
3. Answers in monosyllables short statements4
4. Speaks distinctly Yes No
5. Looks directly at interviewer

Yes No
6. Laoke directions and goals Yes No
7. Lacks interest Yes No

Passive and indifferent8. Attitude toward school Good Fair Poor

complete sentences

9. Over emphusizes money Yes
10. Interests Narrow Broad

.9?
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NAME

PIESEUJEMILIINKE

SCHOOL DATE

8:00 - 9 :00 am. Sample Sample

Time began Time began

Time stopped Time stopped,.

9100 - 10:00 a.m. Sample Sample

began Time began

rime stopped Time Stopped

low

10:00 - 11:00 a.m. Sample Sample

Time began Time began-..-

Time stopped Time stopped

11:00 - 12 noon Uample Sample

.'Ime began Time began

T.re stopped Time stopped

12:00 1:00 p.m. Sari le Sample

Time hegan Time began

Time stc-Nped Time stopped

1:00 - 2;00 p.m. Sample Sample

Time began Time began

Time stopped Time stopped

2:00 - Dismissal Sample Sample

Time began Time began

Time stopped Time stopped

REILIRKS:
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MOBILE UNIT FOR VCOATIONAL EVALUATION
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF BALTIMORE OWNTY

TOWSON; MARYLAND, .21204

NAME: JONES, Mary Evaluation Period: 3-23-72DIRTHDATEs 9.17-55
through: 3-30-72SCHOOL: South County Senior High

BACKOROUNDINFORATION:

At the present time, Mary resides with her father, mother, brother,and one sister. ler father is employed ee a truck driver and her mother is aschool bus driver. Both siblings-are currently in school. Neither of herparents completed their high school education. There are no other financialresources available to the family and the father is the primary source ofsupport. Mary states there are no significant home problems.

Concerning her medical background, Mary's records indicate'that shehas a history of scoliosis, or a curvature of the spine as it is commonly known.She has a gym excuse and indicated that she cannot engage in bending, lifting,and other heavy activities. She said that she can stand or sit for long periodsof time without difficulty. HoweVer, no orthopedic information has been receivedregarding her oondition at this time. Contact with the Board of Education ofBaltimore County Pupil Services indicates this youngster is not known to them.Mary also stated that she needs glasses. She has had an eye exemination recentlyand will receive her glasses as soon as possible. She had a back operation atChildren's Hospital approximately nine years ago but she does not recall theexact date. She is currently under the oare of Dr. E. J. McDonnell, orthopedist.She states that she wears a brace on her back. It would be helpful to obtainfurther medical information from Dr. McDonnell to determine the exact restrict-ions relative to competitive employment, Completion of a D.V. R. orthopedicform would be of value to the D.V.R. counselor.

Mary indicated that she has been employed as a counter girl at aRexall Drug Store. She left several weeks ago and does not knew if she willreturn. The reasons for her termination are not clear at the present time.

Mary attended School #33 - Armistead Elementary School through thesixth grade and then went to Herring Run and Middle Junior High:Schools, Sheis currently attending South County Senior High School, Special Education Class.

Mary has no stated vocational goals at this time and her specialinterests are swimming, sowing, and tennis. On her vocational tryout sheet,she stated she was interested in the adding machine, cash register, cosmetology,office filing and nurse's aide work samples.

In a simulated job interview, Mary presented herself well. She wasresponsive, interested, and answered questions in complete statements. Shedoes need to look more directly at the interviewer and relax more.

STANDARDIZE'} TESTS:

I. On the Picture Interest' Inventory, a non,verhal measure of individual



JONES, Mary

interests,-Mary's, most significant scores at the higher level; i.e., at the
70th percentile or greater, were in the interpersonal, business, esthetic, and
computational areas. Her most significant scores at the lower level; i.e.,
at the 30th peroentile or lower, were in the mechanical, scientific, and natural
ocoupations. Her time perspeotive score indicates she would not be interested
in a long term training program in which she would have to forego immediate
rewards for future gain.

II. -On the Purdue Pegboard, a measure of manipulative dexterity, this
student demonstrated an above average aptitude in this area.

111. Testing on the Crawford Small Parts Dexterity Test, a measure of
fine eye-hand coordination; shows this student possesses superior aptitude in
using small tools and in working in situations requiring well coordinated, fine
eye-hand movements.

IV. On the Revised Beta Examination, a non-verbal measure of intelligence,
is currently functioning in the, below average range of intelligence (80-89)

according to this particular test classification.

WORK SAMPLE RESULTS;

Basio Skills , .can satisfactorily perform bathe addition and
subtractiOrtiliFFEillrexporienoed problcas When multiplying and dividing. Sea
oon handlo'tbo,fundemental concepts of change making and can count satisfactorilY
liowever) she could not complete a job application satisfactorily. Shb knows
most of her basic colors including shades but cannot measure with a standard
ruler. On a lettering task which measures her ability to organize, plans. copy
and use simple tools, she was given a below avurugo rating. Sho can tell time
W04.

Work samples On a standardized TOWER System adding machine evaluation,
received an average rating for quality of performance and an above average

score for production speed. This evaluation measures the student's ability to
pay close attention to detail, to work with and make entries of small and
precisely formed figures within limited and specified spaces, to handle multiple
digit numbers and to operate a standard adding machine.

A job tryout on the cash register evaluation in which 2,%ry had to
operate a standard cash register, compute the_cost of a food order With-the aid
of-a_prico splitting chart and a standard sales tax chart) discriminate between
taxable and ton-taxable items, and -make correct change indieates-She'performod
in an-wisstisfaotorkilanner in terms of accuracy. She obtained an s'erage
rating g-ter work sPeed. No 1Mprovement was noted on a-retrial.

46-aseesement--of itiphaboticall'ohronologie4444)460 alifig-evaluatiOns
in-OiCh-Marr-441-6-file-;41totAl-,WPOO J-cp'too-oAoeyoitoaIo*

9*, 0 4go an _dy049 014-70,r,. VI Viii6Ablogid _-tox apj, dodo (J' =::110 '4404-:fjot*i* OpOdCt.-ifao average
;6 *-:4111 ti:6416'*.eatiRsPEOtAfkl_*043:
-4 la VOW 0 flonaV reading, WW1/ _to .or oo fo 'detailecrwork. :

OAarit, part thif didad oviduOtioii' book 14614 -66410 'whidh'T
=100
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is part of the TOWER System, This evaluation measures the studentls ability to
make out multiple oopy_salea slips. It_assesses her capacity to select inform =-
ation pertinent to the :task at hand, toNork with detailed informationi-to_reeord
that-information neatly and accurately and to compute cerreetly the,amint of
saleS-tax aAd finally, ,the sum total. of the=bill:-She received a below average
rating on the first trial. However, on a retrial-She was-able-to improve her score
to average.

A tryout on the departmental and zip code mail sorting evaluations
resulted in superior scores with above average scores for production speed..

Mary-tried the duplicator work sample in which she hadfto,operate an _

Astro-Dial 500-duplicator and make multiple copies. She obtained an above average
rating.

Concerning the typing evaluation which is designed to determine a
person's potential, to learn touch typing, aye-hand eoordination and dexterity,
Mary was given an average rating, She shows potential, for further training in
this area. Her coordination was excellent as was her rhythm.

Due to her interest, Mary was given an opportunity to work on the
cosmetology work sample, In the first phase, she was instructed to selpot and
produce a partioular hair style following-a printed diagram, Her technique,
dexterity, eye-hand coordination, and ability-to follow a diagram agedrately
wore above average. She was then asked ,to create her -own individual hair-style.
she was alao given-en above -average rating for the final '-product.- :

On a standardized TOWERSyStem Wire sorting evaluation which measures
one's aptitude in recognizing and identifying colors as they are used-in the ,

marking-Of circuits in the 010:Atonic-a industry, she obtained a suorier-rating,-
She worked with solid and-two-coIor wires; She then explored a-TOWER System
electronics assembly task in which she had to run a small-cable-harness of,10
solid color wires following a diagram; She obtained a'Superior-rating on this
also. She showed excellent potential in-this area and needed -very little instruct-
ion.- On a soldering task in which Mary had to solder 24 wires to terMin41 plugs,
she obtained an average rating. ,

_ .

An exploration of-Werk samples relating to the sawing area indicate
that possesses average eye-hand-foot coordination and that she is capable
of heing'train0d-tdrther on an industrial-typ6mmohine; 'One has'te satisfaotorily
make )1604.: easeien aproni:and Use toissers-prOperly in order to be
rteornine)ldeo' tor Phis 'peoupetio6-

DEHAVIOttliOBSERVAi1C146:
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JONES, Mary

above average. She asked questions if she encountered difficulty and she was able
to reason well. Her work attitude was above average and her work did improve
with experience, Her work,speed waa above, average. She gets along well.with
others and was able to relate to hor peer group and to authority figures,

1199ntiohal Weaknesses Mary does tend to rush and was overly concerned
about'doing the task as quickly as she could rather than being concerned with
accuracy. She needs to learn to pace herself and this should improve through
further training. She also needs to learn how to organize her work better and
she will need a great deal of structure and direction,.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

A review of all pertinent payohometrio data, behavioral observations,
work charaoteristios and work sample results indicate Mary is capable of com-
petitive employment in a routine capacity in the lower level positions in clerical,
service, and assembly and packing positions. Mary demonstrated an average
aptitude for both areas and is mainly interested in working with others. However,
a final decision regarding any placement should not be made until further clari-
fication is obtained regarding her physical limitations.

The following is reoammended for her:

1. Orthopedic evaluation.

2. Voo4tional counseling to help her crystallize her vocational goals.
Occupational information would be of value.

3. In- school work experiences in the nurse's office, library, or
cafeteria.

4. Community cenbered work experiences in her senior year, An earlier
placement could bo considered if one is available at an earlier date.

5. Romodiation for vocabulary, multiplioation and division skills,
completing a -job application, spelling, measuring and organizing and planning
her work. Training in office practices and typing would be helpful.

6. Individualized vocational training via visual demonstration
techniques in an spptopriate area. Training at Diuldalk Vocational-Technical
Ocnter can be considered for her.

-The-follawing'pequpationa can be considered forher
graduatiotilro0 high-school:

Clerical

64leiR
machino c-46itItor003 At

110,6fk
. Ou4

at an entry level. after

1)441:--40.0* . 1(64 Ptfig*I`OpOratory'a4 he

MagaVott rO-4446'144-rp't-it-Iitrora:
to

co -fitbr170iht, Oqiii44-60
iiitii we t--1:-Ik-Paii
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-T. T.:tubeteSter
.lamp wirer =

spetiker mounter

§Wrice

Ointed-eiroat asseMbier
Sabra
power sewing machine operator
seamstress'

Various- toed service placementd siaoh' as fry cock, kitchen helper, etc.
nurse's aide (selective placement)

ftilnempcip girl =

wig Stylist:

Sheldon S. Meyers, Vocational LvaWator

SSMsejh

CO: South County Senior High School
Supervisor, Special Education,
-Job' Development Coordinator
Counselor, Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
rile (2) .



A one-year and a twonyear follow up indicated that the students received
some service that would enable them to become functional and independent.
The survey also indicated the degree to which implementation of recommenda-
tions occurred. Th3 duration of the project, being three years, did not
provide for any studeat to graduate and become employed. Therefore, the
one year and two year follow up shows the progression of the first and
second group of evaluaes as they were served in the 11th and 12th grades.

FIRST YEAR

Question * Yee

1 51%

2 20%

3 22%

4 146%

5 89%

6

7

8

No

SECOND YEAR

Yes

149% 41%

80

78%

54%

11%

92% 8%

9% 91%

13% 87%

9 1!;% 85%

10 9% 91%

11 314% 66%

*Refers to Qu stions on n xt page

46%

27%

27%

82%

81%

23%

14%

2%

39%

No

59%

54%

73%

73%

18%

19%

77%

86%

86%

98%

61%

-1014



MOBILL UNIT FOR VOCATIONAL EVALUATION
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF BALTIMORE COUNTY

TOWSON, MARYLAND 21204

faLLOVISEAVX

STUDENT1S NAME BIRTHDATE

SCHOOL

YES NO

11110 MONO. milimm11

11111NOMMEINIIOMMIO

THIS DATE

1. Has the student beet involved in en in-school work
experience?

If yes, please specify type of program.

2. Has the student been involved in a community centered

work experience?

If yes, please speoity type of program.

3. Has the student been involved-in a vocational training
program?

If yes, please specify the .type of program.

.

4. Mas the student been employed in a full-time or part-time
job during the_ past year

If so, please specify the type(s) of job(s).

Has the otudent_received additiOnal'instruotion in Wit
64149abitn43.'skillol i.e., MAkkpg_changpkuse meastire".

mento,-Ust etOgblio'tiahspoitattinWepollipgitolloOlhi--
direstiehs, eto.-

_ _ . _

If yes, please specify the type(s) ot inseitetion.

'10



FOLLOW-UP OF STUDENT SERVICES Page 2

YES NO

1.1111.1.

01.111.11

Has the student been involved in any other subjects within
the regular school curriculum; i.e., typing, office practices,
etc.

If yes, specify the subjects.

Has the student been involved in an individualized personal 6r
work adjustment program during the past year?

If so,- please specify the type(s) of program(s).

8. Have any medical services been provided to the student during
the past year other then those normally provided by the school?

If yes, please specify the type(s) of service(s).

.11,11.1110.1, 011111.1.111111.1 .11111.01111111110

9. Has the student received any social services during the past
year; i.e., family counseling, referral to welfare, etc.?

If yes, please specify the type(s) of servicc(c).

10. Has the student received any services of a psychological
nature; i.e., testing, therapy, etc. during the past year?

If yes, please specify the type(s) of service(s).

11. Has the student been involved in continuous sessions of personal
or vocational counseling?

If yes, please specify the purpose.

12. How can the sohool improVe its 'educational program for this student?



$
At the conclusion of the project, 48 of the 330 students vooationally evaluated,
were no longer in school.

Voluntarily quit 3
EMployed 7

Moved from the area 5
Transferred to other distriots i 2

As a follow -up of the three-year federally funded project, "A Mobile Unit to
Provide Vocational Evaluation for Handicapped Students in Baltimore County",
a survey questionnaire was prepared and sent to those professionals who were
closely involved with the population that was evaluated. The professional
group included classroom teachers, guidance counselors, school nurses, school
administrators, pupil personnel workers, psychologists, jab development coordi-
nators and counselors from the Division of Vocational Evaluation. Its purpose
was to allow those who were working directly with the evaluee to provide feed-
back that would enable the staff to better serve them and the students.

Nestion * Teachers Guidonce
Counselors

School
Nurses

Administ. Anoilla
Services

TOTAL

1. ... M .
_IQ

2. ...=
..NO 4

3. ..=
.,NO

..M..4....13

..10

6 -1E3
...AQ

"!.....ATANO1

12

1

12

0

10

2

1

13
0

10

.

14
0

13
0

10
0

11

0

11
0

. 11. .

itl..

3
0

8

2

10

t

9

0

10

9 __......

6
0

6

g

5

1

5
1

5

. .

6... , . ..... ,

1

12

0

12

0

12...

Q

11.
1 """

11.... .. . .4.

11. ", ..15..-..4-""

53
.

50

2

,, 45

54

51

3

49
2

47

* Refers to questions on net page.
.
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FROM: William T. Dixon

TO:

DATE: January 24, 1973

RE:. VOCATIONAL EVALUATION SERVICES

During the past three years, the Mobile Unit for Vocational
Evaluation has been providing service to 10th grade students in the
special 'classes for the intellectually limited.

We, the staff of the Mobile Unit for Vocational Evaluation,
would appreciate youroommente on the services offered; the report)
forMat'and-oontent, and on the ieciotomendationa.rePulting from the report
and the discussion at the conference.-

_This request is made .in t4e hope that, the service,ie valuable
to you, and by" telling us h.w we' might improve -the service or the report,
we will be able to direct our efforts toward more' adequately fulfilling
your needs.

Please take a few Minuteepf your time and complete the
enclosed questionnaire and return it to my office. We would like to
incorporate your alggoationn into our planning tor the coming school

year.

WTD:ejh

Enclosure

Thank you for your promptneaa and cooperation.,

illiam T. Dixon
-- Assistant Project Director

Mobile Unit for Vocational Evaluation
Office of Speoial Edadation - Greenwood

IO8



BOARD OF EDUCATION OF BALTIMORE COUNTY
MOBILE UNIT FOR VOCATIONAL EVALUATION

TOWSON, MARYLAND 21 2014

VOCATIONAL EVALUATION SERVICES

Mote state your professional capacity.

YES NO

1. Do you find the service of vocational evaluation beneficial?

2. Is vocational evaluation helpful to you in your professional
capacity?

Do you think the service is helpful and meaningful to the
student?

What could be done to make the service of vocational evalua-
tion more helpful to you or to the student? (Please comment
below.)

....1~.
5. Is the format of the report helpful to you?

6. Is the language of the report meaningful and understandable ?
(Please_ Dominant below if you wish.)

109



YES NO

Ad 10 904 -

Page 2

7. What changes would you like to see in the report? (Please

comment below.)

011.11111=111.11.11110..1110111111gyalIWINWIN11

8. Are the recommendations realistic and appropriate?

9. Can you, in your professinnal capacity, implement
those recommendations that are within your area of

responsibility?

10. What information would you like to see in the report
that is not inoluded now. (Please comment below.)



SUPERVISORS RATINGS OF SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS
IN COMMUNITY MOM) MK EXPERIENCE PROGRAM

SopervisOrs, Evaluation Report forms were sent to all cooperating employers
and trainers. The ose of this summary report is to help the teacher and
pupil better understand the performance of students in the overall program
of Community-centered Work Experience.

The wasp g chart lists the six evaluation categdries and the number of
responses on a 5-point rating scale for each. Five points are given for
"Exoellentft; for for "Very Good"; three for "Satisfaotory"; two for "Fair ";and one for "Poorft.

the.total number of pupils rated in each category.

is the mean score or average score for each category overall.

The highest average is fond in the category of Dependability. The lowest
average is in the category of Initiative. All other categories are in,the
satisfactory range.

SUPERVISORS, RATINGS OF SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS

FIRST TERM 1972

Evaluation Category
RATING SCALE

Excellent Very Good Satis.
5 4 3

Job Knadledge 5 9 10

Quantity of Work 14 8 10

Quality of Work 3 10 8

Job Attitude 11 7

Initiative 2 5

Dependability 14 7,

not maror ft 6 60r6 a$ t on
art itil 1'18 and 29.

Fair Poor
2

4

5

6

4

5

1 N

1 29

2 29

2 29

1 29

28

X

, 3.14

3.2

_302

3.6

*-2.8

-29_ 40

aodount.,



SUPERVISORS' RATINGS OF SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS

SECOND 1972

0000110

RATING SCALE
Evaluation Category Excellent Very Good

5 4

Job Knowledge

Quantity of Work

Quality of Work

Job Attitude

Initiative

Dependability

3 21

4 26

4 23

9 21

8 10

21 24

Sadie,

3

Pair
2

Poor
1

I

29 12 2 61 3.2

25 9 3 67 3.2

26 11 3 67 3.2

25 8 4 67 3.3

22 16 11 67 2.8

15 5 2 67 3.9

THIRD TERM 1973

RATING SCALE

Evaluation Category Excellent Vert Good Satis. Fair Poor

5 2 1

Job Knowledge

Quantity of Work

Quality of Work_

Jo1i Attitude

Initiative

Depethdabiiity

X

10 17 21

12 19 19

.9 18 20

15 21 15

10 10 22

28 15 '10

11 0 59 3.4

6 3 59 3.5

9 3 59 5.4

5 4 59 = 3.6

11 6 59 3.1

14 2 59 '4.0



Ssperyisor's Evaluation deport

Student Employee:
Evaluation Period govered:

Employer)
Coordinator:

Address,
Address:

Zip Code: Phones

Circle one rating for each category)

.110.0.0.0100

Zip Code Phone

JOB KN DGE The employee's basic understanding of the techniques and
procedures relating to his job.

Excellent Very Good Satisfaotory Fair Poor

UANTITY OF WORK The amount of work an individual does in a work day.

Excellent Very Good Satisfactory Fair Poor

QUALITY OF WORK Row well the work is done,

Excellent Very Good Satisfactory Fair Poor

JOB ATTITUDE The amount of interest and enthusiasm shown toward his
work, his co-workers, and the company rules and regulations.

Excellent Very Good Satisfactory Fair Poor
INITIATIVE

The amount of self-direction he uses in performing all
the responsibilities of the job.

Excellent Very Good Satisfactory Fair Poor

DEPENDABILITY Faithfulness in owning to work doily and conforming to work
hours.

Excellent Very Good Satisfactory Fair Poor'

Cheek the area below in which you feel the employee could use further instruotiorOs

Personal:appearance APetingjhe public- Court0AY

Use-of:languqe VftatiOnal --Seety

Other-(Detoribe)

Ovetkaii

0606004 POtie41---Yed
Sighatur0:6f=Superii0


